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Foreword
By the Chief Executive

review of our community education service concluded that
we should focus our efforts on supporting young people in

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y {wy~{z
its ﬁfth birthday at the beginning

mainstream or alternative education rather than delivering

| W HFFND X w {w{
these have been an eventful and
exciting ﬁve years. We have come

direct teaching ourselves. Unfortunately this means losing
a number of valued teaching staff but we believe that this
approach will deliver the best outcomes for the young people
concerned.

a long way in a short time. The
W}{y= {y z | wy~{{{

As we face the future there remain a number of challenges

has been impressive as has its
ability to respond to a frequently
changing operating environment.
This annual report sets out our record of delivery for
2007-2008. Our twin aims are to reduce offending by
children and young people and to build conﬁdence in
~{  ~ y{ {D j~{ wy  ||{z} wz
re-offending are encouraging but results from the January
HFFN d_ ex i{ ~  ~w { ~w{   { w
to go in building public conﬁdence in the effectiveness of
our services. When respondents were asked for the most
important things the Agency could do to improve conﬁdence
three clear messages emerged:
© educate young people about the harm of drug and
alcohol abuse;
© tighter management of young people on court orders
and hold them accountable for their actions;
© and work more closely with other agencies to help divert
children from crime.
All three of these issues are addressed in our published
X{ fw |  HFFNCHFFOD m{ w{ z{{{z  { z
 ~{ xy= y y{D

for the year ahead. These include implementing our Priority
Offending Strategy, which is closely linked to our Reducing
Re-offending Framework and the new legislation which
~w y {  z{ ~{ Yw `y{ >d ~{ _{wz?
Order 2008. In the year ahead we will target those young
people leaving Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre in an
attempt to reduce their re-offending and assist their social
inclusion in areas such as family, education, employment and
neighbourhood. Our Priority Offending Strategy will be part
of a multi-agency, regional strategy which will be rolled out
to other key groups such as sex and violent offenders and
those with very persistent offending.
Another key area for us is in relation to prevention and
early intervention. We will be working with partners in the
statutory, voluntary and community sectors to ensure that a
y{w w wy~  z{{ {z ~y~  w}{z  ~{ e\cZ\c
j{ o{w iw{} |  Y~z{ < o } f{ {  d ~{
_{wz wz w ~{ Y~z{= fw}  y{D m{ |
support the importance of prevention as a vital aspect of
reducing offending by children.
We will also be gearing up for the devolution of Policing
wz `y{D m{ | {{y y { y |  ~ y{

We are extremely pleased to have received very positive

under local arrangements and would wish to ensure that the
systems are in place to allow for clear accountability and the

inspection reports from the Criminal Justice Inspectorate.

sharing of information.

j~{{ {{  ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{B m zwz
Juvenile Justice Centre and the Corporate Governance of the
Agency. Our Community Services also obtained an excellent
evaluation report on the management of Attendance
Centre Orders. All these reports contain a number of
recommendations which, when implemented, will help us
improve our services further.

I wish to thank our staff team and delivery partners. The
achievements of the past year have been substantial.
Their expertise and hard work have made the difference
as attested by many young people, their families and the
victims of their behaviour. We have some great stories to tell
about positive outcomes and believe that these will help
build public conﬁdence.

Our Community Services Directorate undertook an estate
and organisation structure review. This quantiﬁed our
business needs using up to date demographic data,
youth offending trends and so on and has resulted in a

Bill Lockhart
Chief Executive

rationalistion of our estate from 23 centres to 17 teams. This
will result in greater efﬁciencies and more ﬂexibility. A similar
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2006-2007

cww}{{
Z{y
Y {w
= h{ 
^  wz iw  Xwy} z

X wz c{x{

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y w {wx~{z w w [{y{

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  ~{wz{z x ~{ Y~{| [{y{

Agency, as recommended in the Criminal Justice Review,

~   {z x w cww}{{ X wzD j~{ Y~{|

on 1 April 2003. It was established to take on the range

[{y{ |  ~{ {w {z} IG cwy~ HFFN w X

of responsibilities which, up to that date, had fallen to the

b y~wD

`{{ `y{ X wz >w d CZ{w{w fxy X z?B
wz   zy{ w o ~ Y |{{y} i{y{D _  { |

j~{ y{ wz {x{ | ~{ cww}{{ X wz q\} Gs
|  ~{ {w {z{z IG cwy~ HFFN w w |  P

|  [{y{ W}{y{ ~ ~{ d ~{ _{wz e|¢y{D
j~{ W}{y=  y |w{   { x c{ wz ~{
W}{y  z{y wyy wx{  c{B ~ }~  Y~{|

Y~{| [{y{

Z X b y~w

Z{y  Y  i{y{

c Zwz m{
(from 1/8/07)
(Acting Director of
Community Services from
1/4/07)

[{y{B |  ~{ z{{ | {y{ wz ~{ ww}{{ |
resources in accordance with this policy.

W wz ex{y{
The overall aim of the Agency is to reduce youth crime and
 xz y ¢z{y{  ~{  ~ y{ {D j~{ W}{y
 w | ~{ z{ yw y{ { wz y x{
w }z{ ~{ w{  wy~{} ~{ {= {w
w wz x{y{D _zyw  ~w{ x{{ {  {w{ ~{
success of the Agency within a framework of efﬁciency and
{y  B y { ~ ~{ d_e fxy i{y{ W}{{{
w}{ {w}  ~{ yw y{ {D j~{ W}{y

Z{y  o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{

c Wy{ Y~ww

Z{y  Y zw i{y{

c f~ j {

Z{y  Y  w{ i{y{

c cw ]}

d C[{y{ Z{y 

c i~w{ b }w

d C[{y{ Z{y 

c bzw a{

David Weir assumed the role of Acting Director of
Community Services during the 2006-2007 ﬁnancial year
and was appointed Director of Community Services from 1
August 2007 following an open competition.

will contribute to this target by providing a range of services

j~{ cww}{{ X wz | ~{ W}{y  { x{ | 

aimed at crime avoidance by children. Further details can be

~{ w{}y wz x{ ww}{{ | ~{ W}{y=

| z  ~{ e{w} < \wyw h{{D

{w D W {  ~{ cww}{{ X wz y{
the creation of the Agency are made in accordance with the
Framework Document. Details of the salary and beneﬁts
| ~{ cww}{{ X wz {x{ w{ zy {z  ~{
Remuneration Report on pages 46 to 49.
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cww}{{ Y {w
f  Xwwy{ i~{{ [{
There have been no signiﬁcant events which have occurred
since the year end.

f{  bwx{
j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y w{ { { y x  
four pension providers:
Fig 1: Youth Justice Agency Management Board during 2007-2008:
Back Row L-R: Shane Logan (Non-Executive Director); Phil Tooze
(Director of Custodial Services); Martin Gunning (Director of
Corporate Services); and David Weir (Director of Community
Services). Front Row L-R: Linda Kerr (Non-Executive Director); Bill
Lockhart (Chief Executive) and Alice Chapman (Director of Youth
Conference Service)

©

fyw Y i{y{ f{  iy~{{ ]X >fYifi ]X?

©

fyw Y i{y{ f{  iy~{{ d_ >fYifi d_?

©

d ~{ _{wz b yw ] {{ e|¢y{=
i{ww  Y {{ >d_b]eiY?

©

X wz c{x{= _{{
A Register of Interests is maintained by the Agency in
keeping with best practice, to record declarations of personal
or business interests which may conﬂict with responsibility as

j{wy~{= i{ww  iy~{{ >jii?

Details of the above schemes are disclosed in the
Remuneration Report on pages 46 to 49. The treatment of
pension liabilities in the ﬁnancial statements is disclosed in
~{ wyy }  y{  { >d { G?  w}{ MH  MID

w {x{ | ~{ W}{y= cww}{{ X wzD
Details of transactions of the Agency with organisations
 ~y~ X wz c{x{ ~ z w {{ wz ~y~ y z
potentially conﬂict with their management responsibilities
are disclosed in the Related Party Transactions note in the
ﬁnancial statements on page 90.

X{ h{{ < \{ Z{{ {
W | {{ | ~{ W}{y= x{ |  ~{ {w wz 
future development, including any research and development
activities, and the exposure of the Agency to risk is set out
 ~{ e{w} wz \wyw h{{ wz  ~{ W}{y=
Y  w{ fw HFFMCHFGF wz X{ fw HFFMCHFFND

^{w~ < iw|{
j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  y {z   z} |  w||B
young people and visitors an environment that is as far as
possible safe and free from risk to health. The Agency will
comply with all relevant Health and Safety Regulations.

[w e {
i{y  MK | ~{ d ~{ _{wz Wy GOON {{ xy
authorities to promote equality of opportunity and good
relations to ensure that equality issues are integral to the
~ { w}{ | xy  y z{y  w}D j~{ d_eB
~y~ yz{ ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{yB ~w x{z 

j~{ { y  | {w  |  ~{ {w {z{z IG cwy~ HFFN

[w iy~{{  ~{ [w Y   |  d ~{

was £21,981k (2006-2007, £26,087k). Further detail is

_{wzD j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  | y {z  ~{

provided in the Financial Review on pages 43 to 45.

[w iy~{{ wz {{ ~w w w{ w} 
delivered to staff.
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cww}{{ Y {w
[ {{ ~ Zwx{

Accounting Responsibilities

The Agency is committed, where reasonably practicable, to

The ﬁnancial statements of the Agency have been prepared

the retention of individuals who become disabled whilst

in accordance with a direction issued by Treasury in

in its employment and, in addition, positively welcome

pursuance of Section 7(2) of the Government Resources and

applications by disabled people for employment or

Accounts Act 2000.

promotion. The average number of disabled people employed
in the year was 8 (2006-2007, average 8).

Audit
[ {{ Y w 

The ﬁnancial statements of the Agency are audited by
~{ Y  { wz Wz  ]{{w >Y<W]? ~ 

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y {y }{ ~{  wy{ |

appointed by statute and reports to Parliament on the audit

good industrial relations and is committed to effective

examination. His certiﬁcate is set out in pages 66 to 67.

employee communications. Regular meetings are held with

The notional audit fee of these ﬁnancial statements was

representatives of the trade unions.

£15k (2006-2007, £15k).
j~{ Y~{| [{y{ ~w w{ w w{ {  w{

Charitable Donations

himself aware of relevant audit information and to establish
~w ~{ Y<W]  ww{ | ~w | w D j ~

Z} ~{ {w {z} IG cwy~ HFFN ~{ o ~ `y{

knowledge, there is no relevant audit information of which

W}{y z w{z |  fY  [{ ~y~  w  w

~{ Y<W]  ww{D

sector charitable body which provides intensive bail support
services to young people referred to it by the Agency. The
{ x  w{ | ~{ y {  ~{ W}{y= x  w ~{
time was £368.

j~{ Y<W] w w z{w{ ~{ w  wy{
~w w{   {w{z  ~{ wz | ~{ W}{y= ¢wyw
w{{ y~ w lw{ |  c { { D d y~ wy
took place during the year.

Payment of Suppliers
_ { ~ ~{ X{{ fw{ fwyy{ Y z{B ~{ W}{y=
policy is to pay all invoices not in dispute within 30 days,
or within agreed contractual terms if otherwise speciﬁed
(may be over 30 days). The Agency has been set a target to
pay 100% of invoices, including disputed invoices once the

Bill Lockhart
Y~{| [{y{
25 June 2008

dispute has been settled, within these terms.
Z} ~{ {w {z{z IG cwy~ HFFN ~{ W}{y wz
95.01% (2006-2007, 94.09%) of all invoices received within
the terms of its payment policy.
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Operating Review
Role and Task
The Agency operates under the terms of a Framework

meeting the needs of the victims of crime. This is achieved

Document which deﬁnes the responsibilities of, and the

through shared standards, protocols and service level

{w ~ x{{{B ~{ W}{yB ~{ d_eB c{ wz

agreements.

fww{D j~{ Y~{| [{y{  { x{ |  ~{

W ~{ {y{ z{{{z x ~{ W}{y w{ x{y 

efﬁcient and effective operation of the Agency in accordance
~ ~{ \w{  Z y{D o ~ y{  y 

inspection and review by the Chief Inspector of Criminal
`y{D j~{{ {y{ w w x{ x{y  {{ x

separate from the functions of the Agency and is one of the
{ x{ | ~{ Yw `y{ Z{y w{ | ~{ d_eD
j~{ W}{y= cww}{{ X wz     ww}{{
group and focuses primarily on operational policy, planning

~{ d ~{ _{wz Y  { |  Y~z{ wz o }
f{ { wz ~{ d ~{ _{wz ^w h}~ Y  D
There are three operational strands to the service provided by
the Agency:

and priority setting and monitoring of business performance.
j~{ W}{y ~w w Wz Y {{B y~w{z x w d C

©

Community Services

[{y{ Z{y B ~y~   ~{ Y~{| [{y{ 

©

o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{

©

Custodial Services.

discharging his Accounting Ofﬁcer responsibilities in relation
to risk, control and governance and associated assurances.

A Corporate Services Directorate provides for the

j~{ Y~{| [{y{ | ~{ W}{y  w {x{ | ~{

management and delivery of personnel, ﬁnance, business

d_e Yw `y{ X wzB ~y~ w  {y{ w

planning and support functions on behalf of the Chief

improved service to the public through better cooperation,
coordination and accountability in the administration of the

[{y{D

d ~{ _{wz yw y{ {D
The Agency delivers a range of services, often in partnership
with others. The emphasis is on helping children to address
their offending behaviour, diverting them from crime,
assisting their integration into the community and also

Youth Justice Agency Management Board structure for 2007-2008

Chief Executive
Bill Lockhart

Director
Community
Services

Director
Youth Conference
Service

Director
Custodial
Services

Director
Corporate
Services

David Weir

Alice Chapman

Phil Tooze

Martin Gunning

10

Non-Executive
Director

Non-Executive
Director

Shane Logan

Linda Kerr
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Operating Review
Role and Task
Community Services
j~{ W}{y= Y  i{y{
are delivered through locally
based and accessible facilities

Independent evaluations of the Community Services model
| w{~B ~{ Xw i  iy~{{B wz ~{ y 
responsibility order all concluded that community based
interventions are effective in changing attitudes and
behaviour of young people.

wy  d ~{ _{wzD
The most recent evaluation of the attendance centre order,
Community Services are tasked
with supervision of youth
conference orders and plans,
community responsibility orders,
attendance centre orders and
David Weir, Director of
Community Services

reparation orders. Community

reporting in 2008, concluded that the dynamic model of
practice incorporating restorative measures and desistance
approaches, integrated with a ﬂexible response to addressing
needs and building on strengths, is the distinguishing
characteristic of Community Services and is in line with the
latest research into effectiveness.

Services work closely with
y {w}{  fid_ wz fXd_B z{{} {{ 
designed to challenge and support young people in avoiding
re-offending, encourage integration with their families and
communities and promote reparation.
Community Services contribute to work with young people in
y z ~ ~{ x{y{ | wy~{} w w|{ {  ~{
community. They deliver the Agency bail strategy through
~{ Xw i{  wz i  iy~{{ wz x  z}
access, in partnership with others, to intensive bail support
and to bail fostering.
Through co-operation with Health and Social Care Trusts,
[zyw  wz bxw X wz wz w w}{ |  w
sector bodies, Community Services aim to contribute to
prevention services for children and young people vulnerable
to offending.
All community based services seek to build links with their
local communities to encourage appropriate diversionary
activity, to respond to anti-social behaviour and to provide
opportunities for integration and reparation.
Community Services staff represent the Agency on Area Child
f {y  Y {{B Y  iw|{ fw{~B b yw
Y~z f {y  fw{ wz y x{  Y~z{= i{y{
fw} ~ }~ {x{~ | Y~z{ wz o }
Peoples Committees and working groups.
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Operating Review
Role and Task
o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{
The Criminal Justice Review

The youth conferencing system focuses on:
©

recommended that restorative

giving them a real place in the youth conference, rather

y{ ~ z x{ {}w{z  ~{

~w  {}wz}  w w {w  {|  ~{  }

 ~ y{ {  d ~{

person who has offended;

Ireland, using a youth conference

©

prevention of re-offending by the young person, so that

Conference Service was established

the youth conference focuses on offending behaviour;

}{w{ X{|w w{wB wz { w ~{{
year period extended its coverage to

©

   wB w~{ ~w { {x{ y{Q

©

making amends for the harm done, clearly separating

Alice Chapman, Director of
Youth Conference Service w w{w | d ~{ _{wzD

the young person who has offended from the offence
and focusing on the potential for reintegrating the

j~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ w  z{{  { w{

young person into the community and on the prevention

approaches which challenge young people who have

of re-offending;

offended to make amends to their victims for their behaviour
and to put in place actions which will contribute to

©

{|{{z x  yw y{  y{{PC

repairing relationships which have been damaged or
broken by crime;

prevention of further offending. It works with young people

©

{~wxw{ y{B ~{{ ~w   w  ~{

 z{ xw{z  w{D j~{ o ~
in December 2003, initially in the

©

{ww{ y{ wz {{} ~{ {{z | yB 

©

devolving power to youth conference participants to

young people who admit their offence can be referred

create the youth conference and the plan, but requiring

by the Public Prosecution Service for a pre-court

subsequent approval for the plan from the court for

diversionary conference;

cases which have gone to court;

those who have appeared before the court, have been
found guilty of an offence and have consented will

©

encouraging participation by young people who have
offended, victims, and signiﬁcant others in the process.

w B    yywy{B x{ {|{{z  ~{ o ~

An independent evaluation of the youth conference scheme,

Conference Service.

z{w{ x g{{ k{ X{|w  HFFLB w {
positive and concluded that the conferencing process was
progressing well and, during the period of the research, had
become established as a mainstream approach to young
{ { ~ y {  y wy ~ ~{ yw y{
system. One of the main ﬁndings was the high level of
participation and satisfaction of offenders and victims with
the new system which compares favourably with similar
schemes in operation internationally.
W |~{ {ww  | ~{ o ~ Y |{{y} i{y{ w
carried out in late 2007 by the Criminal Justice Inspectorate
d_ wz ~{ ¢z}B x~{z  \{xw HFFNB {{
also very positive and conﬁrmed their strong support for the
y{ wz w{ | o ~ Y |{{y}  ~{ yw
y{ {D
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Operating Review
Role and Task
Custodial Services

Woodlands currently provides:

The rationalisation of the Juvenile

©

6 residential units

Justice estate was completed in

©

an education and vocational learning centre:

January 2007 with the opening

[zyw  { ~{ w w wyy{z{z WgWEdif wz

of Woodlands Juvenile Justice

]Yi[ {w xw{  w w}{ | yyw w{w yz}

Centre and the closure of the

~ { {y  yB [}~B w~{wyB y{y{B   

old Rathgael site. Woodlands

{~y{ z{B f[B  z B w wz y{wyB y{w{

has been designed as a centre

media studies, geography, history and business studies.

of national and international
Phil Tooze, Director of
Custodial Services

excellence in secure care, offering

©

suite, health and ﬁtness programmes

a wide range of services and

support to help prevent young people from re-offending. It
provides a safe, secure and stimulating environment for up to

sports and leisure centre with swimming pool, ﬁtness

©

programmes intervention
C

e||{z}  d  ~{ e Y~ y{¬

custody.

C

_cfWYj yw y{ y {

Woodlands uses a child centred approach to challenge

-

Drugs awareness

-

Social and domestic living programmes

C

b|{{ y {

-

Family work

48 boys and girls between the ages of 10 and 17 placed in

||{z} x{~w  wz wzz{ |{{ y~ y{D o }
people attend school within the Centre and complete work
 { ~ ~{ d ~{ _{wz yyD W  }w{
of study are individualised and include a range of vocational,
occupational and essential skills courses. Parallel to the

A full inspection of the Centre was carried out by the

education programmes are intervention programmes aimed

Yw `y{ _{y w{ d_  w{ HFFM wz ~{

at addressing personal development, offending behaviour,

{ B x~{z  cw HFFNB w {  { wz

health, and recreational needs. This helps to prepare young

conﬁrmed that Woodlands was a well managed facility that

people for return to their families and communities with a

provided many examples of good practice.

reduced risk of re-offending.
Woodlands aims to deliver best value in custodial services for
young people by:
©

providing a safe, secure and caring environment;

©

tackling offending by delivering anti-offending
programmes and raising victim awareness;

©

addressing development, health, educational and
recreational needs;

©

reducing risk to self and others;

©

preparing young people for their return to families and
communities with a reduced risk of offending; and

©

having staff who are enthusiastic and committed in
their belief that they can help young people make lifechanging choices.

13
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Operating Review
Role and Task
Corporate Services
Corporate Services provide support
and advice to the three service
delivery directorates on functions
such as human resources, ﬁnance,
payroll, procurement, business
planning, information technology
and communications. The
directorate consists of 4 branches:

Martin Gunning, Director
of Corporate Services

©

\wyw cww}{{ i{y{

©

Human Resources

©

fw} < Y yw 

©

Resource Accounts.

Corporate Services provides a central point of reference
for those requiring information about the Agency. It is
responsible for the coordination and distribution of Agency
xyw  y~ w ~{ Y  w{ wz X{ fwQ
Ww h{  wz Wyy Q o ~ `y{ Y {y 
w}w{Q wz w ww ~{ W}{y= }{{y {Cw
account and website.
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The Youth Justice Agency has a mission statement and a set of values.

Values

Mission
Statement
“Our aim is to reduce
youth crime and to
xz y ¢z{y{ 
~{  ~ y{
system”

In seeking to achieve our mission statement we
will adhere to the following values
in all that we do:

Care for Children
© Y~z{= }~  x{  {y{z wz ~{ 
x{ {w{z ~ |w{B y{ wz {{yD

Respect for Victims
© j~{ {{z | y |  ~ y{
 x{ {{y{zD

Integrity
© ^ { wz {{  } {  ~} wz wy D

Our Staff
© iw|| w{     w w{ wz { w{ | y {z   } ~{  w
aspects of their work.

Continuous Improvement
© m{  {xwy{ y~w}{ wz {  z{{ y    {{ wz w{ w{ | 
money.

Equality and Diversity
© m{  {xwy{ z{ wz w{ y {z  {w |  wD

Inclusion
© m{  {y w}{ ~{ wy{ wyw  | y~z{B |w{B y wz y {D
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©

fxy f {y  Ww}{{  d ~{ _{wz

j~{ {w  | ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y wz  wx 

>ffWd_?

carry out its programmes of work are directly inﬂuenced by
the sentencing practice of the courts, the resources available

©

©

The Agency operates in a very demanding environment with
a growing volume and complexity of work undertaken and
w}w w xwy} z | w  y~w}{ wz z{{ {

Criminal Justice Inspectorate review of corporate
governance

to the Agency and by legislative and policy initiatives,
wyw |  ~{ w | ~{ yw y{ {D

Preparatory work for the implementation of the new

Yw `y{ _{y w{ h{{ | o ~
Conference Service

©

Criminal Justice Inspectorate Review of Woodlands
Juvenile Justice Centre

yy} ~ ~{  ~ y{ { wz ~{ y{w
feature of efﬁciency within the Comprehensive Spending

©

Review 2007.

Initiatives and events undertaken in 2007-2008 aimed at

A number of strategic reviews were undertaken across

improving stakeholder awareness of the Agency included:

the Agency with a view to improving future operational

©

Independent evaluation of Attendance Centre Orders.

[{{  }w{ | {}w}{{ z{w{ ~

effectiveness and ensuring compliance with statutory

 yw cbW=B fid_ Z w Y wz{ wz  yw

responsibilities. These included:

Y y q\} HCJs

©

Review of Community Services estate and organisation

©

structure
©

h{{ | [zyw  i{y{ ~ m zwz `{{

 w
©

Justice Centre
©

Review of the provision of education within Community

A series of media brieﬁngs to selected editors and

Ceremony to mark the ofﬁcial opening of Woodlands
`{{ `y{ Y{{ q\} Ks

©

^ } | ~{{   {{ ~ fy{= j 

Services

the theme of reducing offending – a masterclass for

©

Review of data handling procedures

wy { wz  y w{ q\} LsQ w z{ | 

©

Review of the system for allocation of funding to

employers to encourage employment of ex-offenders
q\} MsQ wz w  ~  |   } { { q\} Ns

external service providers.
Other signiﬁcant developments during 2007-2008 included:
©

©

Justice week which included the hosting of a
simulated youth conference event aimed primarily

|w{  xw{z  ~{ y{ | { w{ y{

w cbW= wz bw cw}w{Q wz wyw   w

Transfer of responsibility for the supervision of elements

x{ | y  { zw {z x ~{ d_ Y 

of youth conference plans and orders to Community

i{y{ q\} Os
©

©

W}{y {~x  wz w d_ b yw ] {{
Association annual conference

Preparatory work for the establishment of a Department
of Justice

Restorative Justice week poster competition organised by
o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ q\} GFs

Y{w  | w i{  cww}{{ ]  ~ ~{
Agency

©

Full programme of events in support of Criminal

Z{{ { | w W}{y h{zy} h{C ||{z}¬

Services Directorate
©

©

©

Participation in a youth debate as part of the West
X{|w i} \{w
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©

Agency participation in a series of seminars across
~{  y{ }w{z x ~{ bw i y{ | d ~{
_{wz q\} GGs

©

W { zw  ~{ \ { |¢y{ ~ {z   x
Y  i{y{ wz o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ q\}
GHs

©

W}{y wyw   Y`id_ y~  {wy~ {{ 
Z}w  q\} GIs

Fig 5: Agency Chief Executive Bill Lockhart welcomes Secretary of
State, Shaun Woodward MP, to Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre
to perform the ofﬁcial opening ceremony. Looking on are Stephen
Leach, NIO Head of Criminal Justice and Phil Tooze, Centre Director

Fig 2: Eddie McGrady (SDLP), MP for South Down is welcomed
to the Agency’s Downpatrick ofﬁce by Aideen McLaughlin, Youth
Conference Service and Deirdre O’Neill, Community Services

Fig 6: Key speakers at the practitioner masterclass in Hillsborough
Castle are: Bill Lockhart, Chief Executive, Youth Justice Agency; Ellie
Roy, Chief Executive, Youth Justice Board; Earl Simister and Sharon
Cooper (guest speakers); and David Dobbin, Chairman of the
Prince’s Trust Northern Ireland

Fig 3: DUP MLAs Ian McCrea (Mid-Ulster) and Tom Buchanan
(Fermanagh & Tyrone) are pictured with staff during their visit to the
Agency’s Omagh ofﬁce

Fig 4: Alice Chapman, Director of Youth Conference Service and
Bill Lockhart, Agency Chief Executive meet with an Alliance Party
delegation comprising Stephen Farry, Naomi Long and David Ford at
Stormont as part of the Agency’s MLA outreach programme

Fig 7: Aodhan Connolly, Prince’s Trust; Brian Grzymek, NIO; Neil
Patton, Patton Group; Linda Kerr, Youth Justice Agency; John
McGregor, Business in the Community; Mary Geaney, Irish Youth
Justice Service and Raymond Ruck, Michelin attend the employers
dinner held in Hillsborough Castle
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Fig 8: Earl Simister and Sharon Cooper share their experiences with
young people during the workshop

Fig 9: Representing the Agency at the Community Open Day at
Downpatrick Court House are: Paula McCune, Youth Conference
Service; Deirdre O’Neill, Community Services; and Beverley
Mulholland, Youth Conference Service

Fig 10: Overall winner Grainne Gorman, St Louis Grammar School,
Kilkeel and Youth Conference Service staff display all the winning
entries for the Restorative Justice poster competition during the
awards ceremony at Hillsborough Castle
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Fig 11: Pictured at the Law Society seminar in Ballymena are:
Paula Jack, Public Prosecution Service; Andrew MacQuarrie, Youth
Conference Service; Mr Wilson, Resident Magistrate; David Weir,
Director of Community Services; and Peter O’Brien, Law Society of NI

Fig 12: Donna O’Shea-Murie, Youth Conference Co-ordinator; Peter
Quinn, Community Services Manager; Neill Geddes, PSNI Youth
Diversion Ofﬁcer; Mary-Jo McAllister, Youth Conference Service; and
Inspector Milton Kerr, PSNI Community Service Co-ordinator attend
the awareness raising open day in the Foyle ofﬁces

Fig 13: Pictured after taking part in a simulated youth conference
at the CJSNI schools outreach event at Dungannon Court House
are: Front row – Shane Cullen, East Tyrone College; Erin McGuigan
and Mary-Jo McAllister, Youth Conference Service. Back row – Gareth
Corry, Holy Trinity College; Shane Swaile and James Fairless, The
Royal School, Dungannon
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Inspections by the Criminal Justice Inspectorate NI

Delivery Against NIO PSA Targets

j~{ {y  {   ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ w

During 2007-2008 the Agency contributed towards the

published in February 2008. The report concluded that the

z{{ | d_e fxy i{y{ W}{{{ w}{ H wz I  P

o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ w z{{} w {||{y{ wz
{| {y{ |  y | y{ wz  } ||{z{¬D
The report highlighted that staff and management were
totally committed to providing a restorative conferencing

©

_y{w{ xy y ¢z{y{  ~{ yw y{ {
by 3% by April 2008

©

Reduce the rate of reconviction by 5% compared to the
predicted rate by April 2008

system which worked equally well for both victims and young
offenders and reached the conclusion that the “Inspectorate

As part of its communications strategy, the Agency has

remained convinced in principle of the value of this

undertaken a wide range of events and activities aimed

{ w{ w wy~  yw y{¬D

at increasing awareness of the Agency and wider criminal
y{ {D j~ ~w  {z yy{|  ~w {w

The inspection report of Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre
w x~{z  cw HFFN wz w~ }~ z{ ~{ y {
of the period covered by this annual report, conﬁrmed that
Woodlands was a well managed facility that provided many
examples of good practice.
A corporate governance inspection was also completed

awareness levels of the Agency, as measured by the
z{{z{ d_ihW ex i{B ~w{ y{w{z | 
11% in January 2005 to 19% in January 2008. Using the
same survey, an overall baseline ﬁgure of 41% has been
established in relation to conﬁdence in the effectiveness of
the Agency in dealing with young people accused of crime.

during the latter half of the year and reported that the
Agency has good standards of corporate governance and a
 z }ww w y{  wy{  {{  {y{
are managed effectively.
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©

Independent Research Solutions (IRS) reported on their
evaluation of Attendance Centre Orders. The report

During 2007-2008 highlights included:
©

©

concluded that the dynamic model of practice employed

The ofﬁcial opening of Woodlands Juvenile Justice

by Community Services, incorporating restorative

Y{{  K d {x{ HFFM x i~w m zwz cfB

measures and desistance approaches integrated with

i{y{w | iw{ |  d ~{ _{wz

an individualised response, was in line with the latest

c{w  x fw ] }}B Yw `y{

research into effectiveness and has application in all

c{B  Y  i{y{ \ {  GG i{{x{

w{w | y  xw{z {  q\} GNsD

HFFM q\} GJsB ~{ W}{y= ^{wzw{  mw}
i{{  GM i{{x{ HFFM q\} GKs wz   |
Woodland Juvenile Justice Centre on 1 October 2007
q\} GLs
©

Formal presentation of the IIP Accreditation Award to
~{ W}{y w ^x  }~ Yw{  cw HFFM q\} GMs

©

A teacher at Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre received
~{ wyy wz{ | m w | ~{ o{w  [zyw  w ~{
w}w X{|w j{{}w~ m w | ~{ o{w WwzD
She was chosen for the award for her desire to want to
change the lives of young people who have hurt others,
committed awful crimes and who have failed in other
settings

©

An external award won by the Agency at the annual

Fig 14: Community Services Manager Peter Quinn and Youth
Conference Service Case Manager, Drew Hammond welcome Criminal
Justice Minister Paul Goggins, MP, to the Agency’s Foyle ofﬁces

Y_fh Ww fz{ WwzD j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y
and ASG PR won a Gold Award in recognition of the
internal communications and development programme
developed to take the Custodial Services directorate into
the new Juvenile Justice Centre at Woodlands
©

j~{ }wzw  | w x{ | o ~ Y |{{y{
Coordinators from the University of Ulster in the ﬁrst
ever Postgraduate Diploma in Restorative Practices in
d ~{ _{wz

©

The hosting of three speciﬁc events with the Princes
Trust on the theme of reducing offending

©

fxyw  | ~{ Yw `y{ _{y w{= { 
| ~{ {y  | ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{
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Fig 15: Pictured with Criminal Justice Minister Paul Goggins (front
row, centre) during his visit to Agency Headquarters are: Front Row
– Bill Lockhart, Agency Chief Executive; Tony Kavanagh, NIO Youth
Justice Policy Unit. Back row – Shane Logan, Non-Executive Director;
Yvonne Adair, Youth Conference Service; Martin Gunning, Director of
Corporate Services; Linda Kerr, Non-Executive Director; David Weir,
Director of Community Services
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Fig 16: Criminal Justice Minister Paul Goggins is welcomed to
Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre by Bill Lockhart, Agency Chief
Executive and Phil Tooze, Centre Director

Fig 17: Martin Gunning, Director of Corporate Services (left) and
Cathy Heaney, Head of Human Resources (right) receive the
Agency’s Investor in People Award from Sir Reg Empey, Minister for
Employment & Learning at a ceremony held in Hillsborough Castle

Fig 18: Discussing the report on the evaluation of Attendance
Centre Orders are: Seamus Dunn and Helen Dawson, Independent
Research Solutions; David Weir, Director of Community Services; Tony
Kavanagh and Lisa Higgins, NIO Youth Justice Policy Unit
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Performance against Key Targets
j~{ c{ { { { w}{ wz ~{{ {{ y w{z  ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y X{ fw |  HFFM¤HFFND j~{
Agency met seven of its key targets and one other target was partially met as described below.

KEY BUSINESS
AREA

KEY PERFORMANCE TARGET

REDUCING

1. Contribute towards the delivery

OFFENDING

| ~{ d_e fiW w}{  {zy{

PERFORMANCE REPORT

PERFORMANCE REPORT

2007-2008

2006-2007

Target met

d  wywx{

lw   }w{ |   }

the rate of reconviction by 5%

people provided by each service

compared to the predicted rate by

delivery directorate contributed

April 2008.

towards this target.

INCREASING

2. Achieve a 20% increase in

Target not met

CONFIDENCE

the public awareness level of the

6% increase achieved.

_d j^[ oekj^

W}{y w {w{z x ~{ d_

JUSTICE AGENCY

Omnibus Survey.

DEVELOPING

ID cww w ||{z{

Target met

Target met

RESTORATIVE

participation rate of 80% and

Offender participation rate of 88%

Offender participation rate

JUSTICE

satisfaction rate of 70% in youth

Offender satisfaction rate of 94%.

of 86%

conferences.

d  wywx{

Offender satisfaction rate
of 94%.

JD cww w y wyw 

Target partially met

Target met

rate of at least 60% and a

ly wyw  w{ | KM;

ly wyw  w{

satisfaction rate of at least 75%

ly w|wy  w{ | OI;D

of 63%

in youth conferences

ly w|wy  w{ |
90%.
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KEY BUSINESS
AREA

KEY PERFORMANCE TARGET

PERFORMANCE REPORT

PERFORMANCE REPORT

2007-2008

2006-2007

DELIVERING

5. To further develop and test

Target met

POSITIVE

a measurement system in order

Xw{{ ¢}{ {wx~{zD

OUTCOMES FOR

to establish baseline ﬁgures

YOUNG PEOPLE

in relation to key outcomes, in

d  wywx{

{ ~ ~{ e\cZ\c j{ o{w
iw{} |  Y~z{ wz o }
f{ {  d_D
ENSURING SAFE

6. All new admissions have a risk

AND APPROPRIATE

assessment conducted within 24

USE OF CUSTODY

hours.
MD d ~}~  {yw{ |  ~{

Target met

Target met

Target met

Target not met
One low risk escape.

Juvenile Justice Centre.
8. At least 90% of young people

Target met

Target met

remanded by the Courts to have

100% achieved.

100% achieved.

Target met

Target met

a bail assessment completed
within 7 days.
MANAGING

OD cww {{z{ ~

RESOURCES

approved budgetary limits
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for the Agency, 15 of which were met in full and a further 2 were partially met. The following chart provides a performance
{  w}w {wy~ x{y{D

KEY BUSINESS AREA
REDUCING OFFENDING

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE

PERFORMANCE REPORT

1. Contribute to the development and

ex{y{ {

implementation of an inter-agency

W {} w y~z{= {y{ w}

strategy for the prevention of offending

structure is now in place.

by children.

24

2. Develop an evidence-based strategy, in

ex{y{ {

y y  ~ ~{ d_e o ~ `y{

A draft priority offender strategy has been

Policy Unit, to address priority youth

produced and a reducing re-offending

offending.

framework published.
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KEY BUSINESS AREA

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE

PERFORMANCE REPORT

INCREASING CONFIDENCE

3. Implement the agreed

ex{y{ {

_d j^[ oekj^ `kij_Y[

recommendations of the Delay Action

The Agency has played a full role in the Case

AGENCY

j{w h{  w w w{  ~{ o ~

Progression Pilot.

Justice Agency.
4. Deliver a communications and public

ex{y{ {

relations strategy which aims to raise

The CPR strategy has been implemented via

awareness, particularly at local level, of

a range of promotional events and through

the work of the Agency and the services

w  }w{ | {}w}{{ ~ cbW wz

it delivers.

local councils.

5. Deliver outreach programmes, in

ex{y{ {

partnership with others, which target

An extensive range of awareness raising

speciﬁc stakeholder groupings such

events were held throughout the year to

as sentencers, opinion formers, young

promote services delivered through the

people, statutory organisations, etc.

Agency. In support of Criminal Justice Week
w w{z  ~ y |{{y{ w{z w cbW
wz cw}w{ w ~{zB  }{~{ ~ ~{{
  {{ ~ ~{ fy{= j w{z w
practitioners, employers and young people.

DEVELOPING RESTORATIVE

LD Z{{  { w{ y{ wyy{

ex{y{ {

JUSTICE

across all service delivery areas of the

The reducing re-offending framework for the

Agency.

o ~ `y{ W}{y ~w x{{ x~{zD

7. Develop a tiered model of restorative

ex{y{ {

practices for application in prevention

Practice guidelines developed.

and in the discharge of court orders.
8. Implement the agreed

ex{y{ ww {

{y {zw  | ~{ Y`_d_ >Yw

Report published on 21 February 2008.

`y{ _{y  d ~{ _{wz?

Implementation plan is in place and will be

inspection of the youth conferencing

completed in 2008-2009.

scheme.
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KEY BUSINESS AREA

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE

PERFORMANCE REPORT

DELIVERING POSITIVE

9. Implement a range of early

ex{y{ {

OUTCOMES FOR YOUNG

intervention and prevention services

A number of external partnership contracts

PEOPLE

through partnership and funding

have been awarded for the delivery of

initiatives.

prevention services for 8-13 year olds.

10. Implement the agreed

ex{y{ {

{y {zw  | ~{ c{w ^{w~

W c{w ^{w~ iw{} ~w x{{  

Working Group report.

place and is being delivered on a phased
basis.

ENSURING SAFE AND

11. Implement the new Juvenile Justice

ex{y{   {

APPROPRIATE USE OF

Centre Rules, standards and associated

d{ `{{ `y{ Y{{ h{   {

CUSTODY

policies.

x~{z x d_eD

12. Implement a process for supporting

ex{y{ {

family involvement during periods that

A Family Services Team has been established.

the young person is in custody.
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KEY BUSINESS AREA
MANAGING RESOURCES

DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVE

PERFORMANCE REPORT

13. Review the operation, organisation

ex{y{ {

structure and stafﬁng levels in the four

A series of reviews have been completed

directorates of the Agency.

which will reﬁne organisational structures and
increase efﬁciency.

14. Rationalise Community Services estate ex{y{ {
 w{ wyy  | ~{ ] {{=

A rationalisation programme has been

Review of Public Administration.

implemented.

15. Deliver efﬁciency gains in line with

ex{y{ {

agreed plans and targets.

Cost reduction programme implemented and
stafﬁng controls in place.

16. Implement the agreed system for the

ex{y{ {

allocation of funding to external service

System agreed for introduction with effect

providers.

from April 2008.

17. Deﬁne responsibilities of the Agency

ex{y{ ww {

and relationships with other criminal

Discussions continuing.

y{ w{D
18. Introduce opportunities for the

ex{y{ {

cross-deployment of staff across the four

Secondment opportunities available and

Agency directorates to improve their skills,

cross-deployment is underpinned by Agency

develop their potential and to enhance

policy on ﬁlling staff vacancies.

the quality of service delivered by the
Agency.
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Community Services Review

The primary role of the community based service is now in the
provision of supervision. During the year staff were involved

There is a long history of evolution and adaptation behind the
Community Services Directorate, tracing its roots back to the
vogue for intermediate treatment and the establishment of
Whiteﬁeld House in 1977. This year provided the opportunity to
take stock.
A review of education delivered through the service concluded
that rather than the delivery of teaching, efforts should be
directed towards supporting young people in mainstream
or alternative education, and in accessing training and
employment opportunities. This change signals the end of the
long standing tradition of multi-disciplinary teams offering a
range of services for young people. It does however also show
evidence of an increasing commitment to the prevention of re-

with 1,000 young people, 690 of these were supervised under
the terms of youth conference plans and orders for which the
Directorate accepted responsibility this year, and 111 were
x{y  w{zwy{ y{{B y  { x wz
reparation orders. A small number participated under voluntary
w}{{{ {|{{z x ~{ y{ w}{y{D
j~{ Xw i{  wz i  j{w y x{ w ~{
layer to this service. 272 bail assessments were conducted
during the year, resulting in sixty-seven formal proposals to
Court and drawing on both Agency resources and the intensive
xw   {w >_z{ e? q\} HFs wz ~{ xw | {}
scheme to provide support services to young people who would
otherwise have remained in custody.

offending by emphasising the importance the Agency attaches
to ensuring that young people have the maximum possible

Working with families has been a consistent theme in

involvement with everyday, mainstream community based

Community Services practice and the appointment of a family

resources, be that school, work or training.

worker based in Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre has actively
contributed to the continuity of contact between parents

iw w y~w}{  w wy~ zyw{z ~w ~{  {y xw{z
model of service structure, while allowing identiﬁcation with

and children in custody, aiding communication, repairing
relationships and preparing for return home.

location, had inefﬁciencies which could be addressed by creating
bigger teams spanning larger geographical areas. Consequently

Though reluctant to become directly involved with children

~{ Z{y w{ ~w x{{ {y{z |  {C~{{  {y

who have not offended, Community Services staff retain a

to seventeen teams, though this has been accomplished without

commitment to prevention. Working cooperatively with other

reduction in accessibility through the development of a hub and

w}{y{  ~{ W{w Y~z{ wz o } f{ {= Y {{

w{{ y{ q\} GOsD

and in a variety of local fora, the Directorate promotes access to
services for children perceived as vulnerable to offending or who
are demonstrating anti-social behaviour.
The Directorate continues to support Impact, the anti-car crime
w{  m{ X{|w q\} HGsB wz  {}   {{
as individual support workers through partnership with
volunteer bureaux. Relationships with local and community
xw{z }ww  y {  x{ z{{ {z C ~{ ocYW 
bx q\} HHs x{} { | w x{ | {w{ C ~ ~{
x{y{ | {}~{}  x{{{  } { { wz
~{ y D e w{~ ~ ~{ Z{ | [zx}~
Awards Scheme continues to be valued and is well thought of

Fig 19: Location map of Community Services teams operating across
Northern Ireland
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by young people and their parents.
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The Community Services Directorate played an active role
throughout the year in raising awareness of the Agency,
particularly at a local level. This included hosting a number
|  |   yw cbW q\} HICHJs  y {y  ~ ~{
W}{y= z{ {wy~  }w{B z{{} w {{w 
 Yw{{w}~ Zy f y} fw{~ q\} HKsB wz |  ~{
{y z {w  yy{  }w} w yy{| { w}
}x y {  |   } { {  b z z{ q\} HLCHMs
 y y  ~ ~{ _h\k k{ Xwy~D b yw ww}{
participated fully in a number of court-based events in support
| Yw `y{ m{{B wz w zw |  } { {= w
Fig 20: The Inside Out Intensive Bail Support Project, Extern, receive
their ‘Outstanding Contribution to Working with Young People in the
CJSNI’ award from (then) Criminal Justice Minister Maria Eagle at
the 2007 CJSNI awards ceremony

wz yw| w ~{z w \ {z{ i~ } Y{{ q\} HNsD
Other community based activities which have encouraged young
people to contribute positively to their local community have
yz{z w w w  {yB  y y  ~ ~{ Y{w{
o ~ fw{~  ew}~B ~{{  } { {  {z ~
a local artist to produce clay artwork for presentation to the
h w dw w _{ |  ~{ Xz  ew}~ q\} HOs wz ~{
production of murals by young people in Community Services
d ~ X{|w |  zw  ~{ y~z{= w w{w | ~{  yw
j~ zw{ \w Y{{ q\} IFsD

Fig 21: William McGowan, who is on secondment from the Youth
Justice Agency to the IMPACT project, receives his award for
‘Outstanding Contribution to Tackling Youth Crime’ from (then)
Criminal Justice Minister Maria Eagle at the 2007 CJSNI awards
ceremony

Fig 23: Pictured during a visit to the Community Services Craigavon
ofﬁce are: David Simpson, MP MLA (DUP, Upper Bann); Aideen
McLaughlin, Youth Conference Service; Bill Lockhart, Agency Chief
Executive; Dermot Magorrian, Local Manager; Stephen Moutray, MLA
(DUP, Upper Bann); Michael Heaney, Community Services

Fig 22: Claire Hanna and Anne Wright, Lisburn YMCA discuss the
delivery of services to the Lisburn Community Services project with
local manager Paul Ryan
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Fig 24: Michael Heaney, Community Services (left) and Deirdre
O’Neill, Local Manager (right) welcome South Down MLAs Caitriona
Ruane and Willie Clarke (both Sinn Fein) to the Downpatrick ofﬁce

Fig 25: Pictured outside the Castlereagh Council ofﬁces after
presenting to the local District Policing Partnership are: Roy Lawther,
Castlereagh DPP Manager; Patricia Muldoon, Community Services
Manager (East Belfast); Brian Rea, Independent member of NI
Policing Board and Castlereagh DPP; Tony Byrne, Community
Services Manager (South Belfast)

Fig 26: Participants celebrate the completion of the summer Tag
Rugby competition in Derry

30

Fig 27: Pictured with Peter Quinn, Manager, Youth Justice
Community Services Foyle (left) and Ulster Rugby player Niall
O’Connor (right) is Aiden McIvor from City of Derry Rugby Club winner of the draw for 4 free tickets to an Ulster rugby match at
Ravenhill

Fig 28: Caroline Green from Foyleside Shopping Centre (right) is
pictured with Youth Justice Agency staff at the display of local
young people’s arts and crafts in support of Criminal Justice Week

Fig 29: Ciara McKeown from RNIB Omagh is presented with the
young people’s artwork by Thompson Best, Community Services;
Geraldine O’Reilly, WELB Creative Youth Partnerships Ofﬁcer; Ian
Coulter, (then) local Community Services Manager and Dara Hand,
professional artist who supported the visual arts project
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Fig 30: Franciska Ewald, Community Services Manager presents the
murals produced by young people in North Belfast to Thorndale
Family Centre

The misuse of drugs and alcohol by young people is an ongoing
anxiety and the Directorate is leading on the implementation
of a regional initial assessment tool for young people with the
x{y{ | {} ~w {y{ w{ w w{ wy~{z 
effect change.
Overall the Directorate is seeking to ensure that young people
who have offended and are under its supervision are responding
 {  ~{ w wz z{  ~y~ ~{ w{ x{yB
while at the same time building strengths through improved
family relationships, enhanced access to education, training or
employment, promoting healthy lifestyles and integration with
their community.
A breakdown of Community Services caseload for 2007-2008
can be found at Appendix 1.
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Indeed the year saw several inward study visits to observe
and learn about the delivery and effectiveness of the youth

The last twelve months saw delivery of the youth conference
across all court districts and Public Prosecution Service regions.
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at the margins of full capacity with the number of new
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responsibilities helped relieve some of this pressure, with

{ w{ wyy{  Xw ~{ ~{ |wyw{z w w{yw

Community Services commencing supervision of youth

  x{~w| w ^x  }~ Yw{ q\} IHsD

y |{{y{ w ¤ ~ {{ ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{
continue to maintain responsibility for the preparation and
|wyw  |  ~ y |{{y{D Wzz w o ~ Y |{{y{
Coordinators were recruited, on a sessional basis, to meet the
pressure of referrals.
The high quality standard of the youth conference was
ww{z wz ~ w {y }{z x ~{ Yw `y{
Inspectorate in their positive account of the performance
| ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ ~y~ w x~{z 
\{xw HFFN q\} IGsD _ {y } ~{ { B Yw
`y{ c{ fw ] }} y {{zP _ {y { ~{
Y~{| _{y =  }   |  ~{ y{ wz w{ |
youth conferencing to the Criminal Justice System……….. the
conference service has been reﬁned and developed to the

Fig 32: Pictured outside Hillsborough Castle are Alice Chapman,
Director of the Youth Conference Service; Dominic Barter, key speaker
at the master class on restorative justice; and Bill Lockhart, Agency
Chief Executive

point where independent evaluation and international experts
now regard it as a world leader in addressing, in a balanced

Quality of performance has been maintained during the

way, youth crime, the concerns of victims and the safety of

{wD ly wyw  z} HFFMCHFFN w KM;B

y {D¬

y w} |w wx {w wD ly w|wy  w{
remained impressive with victim satisfaction with the outcome
of conferences at 93% and the level of victims who would
recommend the conference to another victim also at 93%.
b{{B wyw  x  } { { {w{z { ~}~ w
88%, with satisfaction with the outcome of the conference at
94% and the level of young people who would recommend the
conference to another young person at 88%.
o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ w|| wyw{z  w x{
of awareness raising events throughout the year, with the
highlight being the hosting of a simulated youth conference

Fig 31: Brendan McGuigan, Deputy Chief Inspector with the
Criminal Justice Inspectorate NI, presents their report on the Youth
Conference Service to Bill Lockhart, Agency Chief Executive and Alice
Chapman, Director of the Youth Conference Service
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realistic illustration of the conferencing process which powerfully
demonstrated the tensions and feelings that exist within
the conference setting. The fact that a number of audience
{x{B yz} `{||{ Z wz  cf cbWB }
participated in the conference role-plays certainly added to the
occasion.

Fig 35: Grainne Gorman, St Louis Grammar School, Kilkeel shows off
her winning design to judging panel members Yvonne Adair, Youth
Conference Service and Dr Suzanne Lyle, Arts Council of NI

j~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ {y{{z {y }  |  ~{ ~}~
quality service in preparing and facilitating youth conferences
for young offenders and their victims from the University of
Fig 33: Pictured at the simulated youth conference in support
of Criminal Justice Week are: Bernie Kelly, Deputy Lord Mayor
of Belfast; Aideen McLaughlin, Youth Conference Service; Jeffrey
Donaldson, MP MLA; and Claire Swann, Youth Conference Service

j~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ w

k{ ~{ w x{ | o ~ Y |{{y{ Y Cy zw 
received a Diploma in Restorative practices, the ﬁrst to receive
~ wwz  ~{ ka q\} ILsD

}w{z w { yy{|

Restorative Justice Poster Competition which was open to all
y~  wz  ~ yx ~ }~  d ~{ _{wz q\} IJsD
A special awards ceremony was held at Hillsborough Castle in
d {x{ ~{{ ]w{ ] wB w  | i b  ]ww
iy~   a{{B w z{yw{z ~{ {w { q\} IKsD

Fig 36: Celebrating the success of a number of Youth Conference
co-ordinators in achieving a diploma in Restorative Practices from
the University of Ulster are: Martina Jordan; Sam McCready (UUJ);
Bill Lockhart, Agency Chief Executive; Alice Chapman, Director of
Youth Conference Service; Sam Armstrong; Martin McAnallen; Mark
Johnston; Denise O’Neill

W x{wz  | ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ yw{ wz | 
Fig 34: Christopher Beck and Linzi Cosgrove, pupils from Belfast
High School celebrate the launch of the Restorative Justice poster
competition with teacher Suzanne Todd and Yvonne Adair, Youth
Conference Service

2007-2008 can be found at Appendix 2.
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Custodial Services Review
This year has been the ﬁrst full year of operation of
Woodlands, the new purpose built Juvenile Justice Centre for
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The Centre was delivered and opened on time and on

37 awards were achieved by 35 young people, 36

budget, with construction and development costs having

awards were at level 2.

been met by the sale of the land formally occupied by the
former Rathgael site. Woodlands is a 48 bed Centre and is a

©

young people.

state of the art secure facility for children and young people.
It has six eight bedded units and can accommodate children
and young people between the ages of 10 and 17.

Xwy \ z ^}{{P GK wwz {{ wy~{{z x GK
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achieved by 5 young people.
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The Programmes Department and staff across the Centre

Centre with enhanced vocational facilities including

have established a group work programme to deliver

horticulture, car mechanics, ceramics and woodwork. It

programmes to tackle the causes of offending. The

also has a dedicated programmes area enabling a range of

Centre has also developed its links with community based

accredited programmes to address offending behaviour to be

organisations and has brought added value to the school

delivered.

curriculum and to tackling offending behaviours through

Curricular developments this year include the introduction

{z{w }  xz  } { {= { w wz  yw
 wz ~ ~{ {{y{ >{} Wy{ b|{ cw{¬ |{

| [{w i y { >{wy wz {wy? wz
Occupational Skills – horticulture; catering; motor vehicles;

 y {Q YWi[¬C fXd_= { w z{{ { wz
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Children in the Centre achieved the following awards:-

We have developed partnerships with organisations like

©
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AQA (Assessment and Qualiﬁcations Alliance) module

>f { c{w ^{w~?D j~{ fy{= j w

awards: 597 awards were achieved by 170 young

individual Development Awards to enhance employability

{ {D j~{{ x{y w{w yz{z yB }B
y{~B x{ z{B ~ y{B { w

target various learning styles, but importantly to meet

Y[W [{w i >b{wy E Y yw ?P GJF

personal targets, reduce risks, build desistance and forge

awards were achieved by 119 young people.

links with the community.
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and educational opportunities. Such a combination of
individual and group work programmes serves to not only

development and vehicle studies.
©
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number): 123 awards were achieved by 117 young

(Consequential Thinking – with reference to starting ﬁres,

people.

reckless driving, personal safety). The latter have also
delivered Fire Starter courses to individual young people and
~{ b|{ iy~{{  wz{ wwwx{  ~ { ~ ~ 
engage in personal development and conﬁdence building
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on release.

An opportunity arose early in April this year to

{y yw{ ~{ {w ~ x{{{ d_\hi wz m zwz
as they needed to acquire behaviour management skills
when working with young people in the community. Six
d_\hi { {  {z m zwz w|| ~{ ~{
participated in a Therapeutic Crisis Intervention (TCI)
training programme. TCI provides effective crisis prevention,
de-escalation and intervention tool for those working with
young people in crisis.
In some cases, however, a situation can escalate to the point
where the young person and others are considered to be at
risk of physical harm. All staff are trained in Physical Control
in Care (PCC) and this restraining technique was used in 172
instances during 2007-2008 as follows-

Month

Fig 37: Pictured after one of the GAA coaching sessions at
Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre are: Front row – Diarmaid
Marsden, Ulster GAA; George Neill, Woodlands. Back row – Jimmy
Darragh and Tony Scullion (both Ulster GAA); Paul McStravick,
Woodlands
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Physical Restraint
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4
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6
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Fig 38: Secretary of State Shaun Woodward, MP performs the
ofﬁcial opening of Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre alongside Bill
Lockhart, Agency Chief Executive and Phil Tooze, Centre Director

In 2007 a pilot GAA coaching scheme initiative was devised
wz z{{{z w m zwz `{{ `y{ Y{{ q\}
IMsD j~{ y~{{ w {{{z |  } zy 
x{{{ ~{ k{ Y y | ~{ ]WW wz ~{ o ~
Justice Agency. The coaching programme was facilitated by
two regional games development ofﬁcers from the Ulster
Council. During the past year over 25 young people have
participated in the three day programme which was delivered
 |  z||{{ yyw D \  ~{ w  | ~{  }
people it has given them an opportunity to participate in

Fig 39: Lady Sylvia Hermon, MP for North Down and Secretary of
State Shaun Woodward chat with a young person during their tour
of the Centre
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Fig 40: DUP MLAs Michelle McIlveen (Strangford) and Ian Paisley
Jnr (North Antrim) are welcomed to Woodlands by Phil Tooze, Centre
Director

Fig 41: Sinn Fein MLA Alex Maskey is pictured with Phil Tooze,
Centre Director and Bill Lockhart, Agency Chief Executive during his
visit to Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre

and learn about a sport that they had not played before.
The coaching programme covered a number of areas,
focusing on self-discipline, teamwork, challenging the young
people physically and mentally and having fun through
participating in sporting exercise and games. The young
people experienced a variety of coaching sessions, football
drills, mini games and conditioned games and all have
x{{¢{z zzw wz { {z ~{ {{{y{D
The highlight of the year was the Ofﬁcial Opening of
m zwz  K~ d {x{ HFFM x i~w m zwz
cfB i{y{w | iw{ |  d ~{ _{wz q\} INsD j~{
Secretary of State toured the Centre and spent time talking
 w|| wz  } { { q\} IOsD j~{ {} w
w{z{z x bwz iw ^{  cfB cw  | d ~ Z 
wz w ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y= w  w{~ z{D
Woodlands has hosted a large number of international and
national visitors who have come to view the innovative
design and facilities that enable us to deliver world class
{y{D l  |  wy  ~{ ~ { y { wz
from the Republic of Ireland are looking at the Centre as
an example of best practice both in terms of design and
operation. We have also facilitated a number of visits from
cbWB bw cw}w{ wz c{ x ~  yw wz | 
~{ wwzB {x{ | ~{ o ~ `y{ X wzB | {}
z{ wz w { w{~ z{ q\} JFCJHsD
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Fig 42: Caitriona Ruane, NI Minister for Education, is pictured
alongside Phil Tooze, Centre Director; Bill Lockhart, Agency Chief
Executive; and Jim Begley, Deputy Centre Director during a factﬁnding visit to Woodlands

In line with staff development policy, all Woodlands
staff who work directly with young people are expected
 y {{ w dlgGGG  o ~ `y{D _ w {{{
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of numeracy and literacy while in the Centre. An action plan
 x{} zw   wzz{ w x{ | v~ {{{}=
recommendations contained in the report.
An analysis of the admissions to custody during 2007-2008
can be found at Appendix 3.

Fig 43: Pictured after receiving their NVQ award certiﬁcates from
Lady Sylvia Hermon, MP are: Michele Plant; Paul McStravick;
Amanda Wilson; Davy Young; Louise Ormsby and Angela Fleming.
Looking on are Joyce Thompson, Training & Development Manager
and Phil Tooze, Centre Director

Some staff have also received external recognition for their
work:
©

a{ l{ B k cww}{ w {{{z ~ ~{
Gold Award in the Internal Communications category

Fig 44: Kevin Vernon (centre) with John McCandless and Kate
Thompson from ASG PR with their Gold PRide Award from the
Chartered Institute of Public Relations

w ~{ Y~w{{z _{ | fxy h{w = ww
fhz{ Wwz  i{{x{ HFFM q\} JJsD a{
was responsible for Internal Communication during
our 18 month change management process which has
been seen as best practice in how to achieve successful
organisational cultural change.
©
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of children and young people who suffer from autism
and asperger syndrome who all too frequently end up in
custody.

©

Fig 45: Liz Aiken receives her MBE at Buckingham Palace in
recognition of her services to Autism in Northern Ireland

fw{ \| zB w {wy~{ w m zwzB   ~{ X{|w
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At the end of 2007 Woodlands was inspected by the
Yw `y{ _{y w{ |  d ~{ _{wz |  ~{
¢ {D j~{ { B ~y~ w x~{z  cw HFFNB
praised Woodlands stating that it was a well managed
facility that provided many examples of good practice. The
report also noted that education was given a high priority
~ ~{ w  |  } { {  } ~{ wzwz

Fig 46: Baroness May Blood presents Pauline Fulford with her Belfast
Telegraph Woman of the Year in Education award
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Child Protection Policy and Procedures

Complaints Charter

The Agency is committed to the protection of children

The Agency has an easy to understand and responsive

and young people from abuse and seeks to achieve this

complaints procedure which encourages anyone who feels

by operating safe, secure and caring environments that

they have been treated unfairly or inappropriately by the

address the needs of the child whilst reducing risk to and

Agency to speak out so that concerns can be addressed.

from others. All children, staff, parents and representatives

b{  {w{z |  y w  x{ {z   { wz

of other organisations who use or have contact with Agency

inﬂuence the development of Agency services.

services are encouraged to be alert to and report any
concerns about abuse. All concerns, whether past or present,

W z{{z{ w{y  ~{ W}{y= y w  y{ 
delivered through an Independent Complaints Reviewer.

will be responded to in keeping with these principles and
procedures.

During 2007-2008 a total of 46 complaints were received
by the Agency (this includes one carried forward from

The Agency has a published Child Protection Policy

2006-2007). All were resolved at a local management level

z y{ ~y~  y wx{ ~ ~{ Z^ii<fi }zwy{

and no complaints were ongoing at year-end. Further details

Y C {w}  iw|{}wz Y~z{¬D

are contained at Appendix 6.

During 2007-2008 a total of 53 child protection allegations
were received by the Agency, three of which were carried

The report of the Independent Complaints Reviewer for
2007–2008 is reproduced below:-

forward from 2006-2007. All related to occurrences outside
~{ zy  | ~{ W}{y >{}P yz{ yy{z x{| {

Youth Justice Agency Complaints 2007–2008 -

young person came into contact with the Agency) and were

h{  x ` z X{} wz [wx{~ Z{} B

as a result of disclosure by children to members of staff,

Independent Complaints Reviewers

disclosure by family or other representatives of the child, and

The aim of the ICR service is to provide a free, effective

arising through assessment processes. The child protection

and impartial complaints review and resolution

policy was followed in each case and referrals made to the

service for complainants that settles complaints in a

w w{ w~ {D d w{z{ {{ {{z 

proportionate manner and makes a positive difference

existing Agency policy and procedures. Further details are

for individual complainants and for the future.

contained at Appendix 5.

People who contact our ofﬁce can expect from us
courtesy; honesty; respect; objectivity; and ﬂexibility.
We will communicate with them in straightforward
language and in ways that best meet their needs.
This year because this ofﬁce is based in London, we
have established video links with the Agency to assist
people to speak with us in person quickly, even if we
cannot immediately meet them.
The decision to introduce a wholly independent ﬁnal
stage of complaint review, provided by a professional
complaint handling service, was a signiﬁcant step
forwards on the part of the Agency towards meeting
the high expectations that people rightly have of an
organisation engaged in the youth justice system.
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This demonstrates its willingness to be accountable

staff”) or step 2 (“complain to a senior manager”).

for the service it provides through the mechanism of

Most of these complaints arose within the Juvenile

independent complaint review.

Justice Centre where the potential for dissatisfaction is

In this reporting year, the Agency has facilitated ICR
visits to the Juvenile Justice Centre and to regional

perhaps naturally rather higher than in other parts of
the Agency’s service.

community service ofﬁces. We have been able to

We are satisﬁed that, overall, the complaints process

enhance our understanding of the Agency’s work and

is well established and effectively promoted with

how it goes about it. We have met a cross section

both young people and staff. Complaints are taken

of Agency staff, stakeholders and, importantly,

seriously by staff and managers, and complaint

had unsupervised meetings with young offenders,

information is regularly considered at Board level.

voluntary users of the service and their family

We note that the Criminal Justice Inspection Service

members. We are most grateful to all of these people

review of complaint handling suggested that young

for their help, and their patience and openness in

people were reluctant to complain because they

answering our questions.

could not do so conﬁdentially, and feared negative

We have been very impressed indeed with the quality
of service we have witnessed and with the reports
given to us by young people and their families. With
the exception of one young person in the Centre who
had made a number of complaints to staff, everybody

treatment by staff. We did not ﬁnd direct evidence of
these concerns from our limited experience, however
we hope that our visits and the ICR process will help
to give young people more conﬁdence to take concerns
forward.

was very positive indeed about their experience of the

Following our review of procedures we made a number

Agency. In one regional ofﬁce, people spoke about

of recommendations aimed at improving consistency.

how the Agency’s involvement had changed their lives

Whilst we welcome the fact that the complaints

for the better. One young offender gave the service

process is explained to each young person as part

“ten out of ten”. During one visit, an observation of a

of their induction and made accessible to them, it

youth conference was arranged, which was clearly a

is important to ensure that staff across the Agency

positive experience for both the victim and, ultimately,

have a shared understanding of when to record a

for the offender.

complaint; that parents or carers are informed as a

During our visits we have developed our
understanding of the Agency’s new complaints
procedure, and provided feedback to the Agency

matter of course when a complaint is made; and that
there is clarity about the handling of different steps in
the procedure.

on its effectiveness. We have had regular meetings

We note that the Agency Board sets a good example

with the Chief Executive and met a number of senior

in showing that it takes complaints seriously by

managers. We acknowledge the facilitative manner in

receiving quarterly reports. During visits, we were

which they have developed the Agency’s relationship

also able to identify that staff have made changes

with the ICR ofﬁce.

as a result of complaints, but we recommend a more

We are pleased to report that no complaints were
referred to us in the reporting period. This is because
all those received by the Agency were resolved within
the internal process at step1 (“talk to a member of

systematic approach to demonstrating more openly
that issues raised in complaints are fed back into the
development of policy, procedure, and staff training
material. We will continue our programme of visits
and feedback sessions in the coming year.
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Victims Charter

Freedom of Information

The Agency is committed to fairness and inclusivity with

The Freedom of Information Act 2000 provides a general

victims for whom it provides a service. It recognises the best

right of access to information held by public authorities

interests of the child with whom it works are of importance

in the UK subject to certain exemptions. It is intended to

whilst aiming to simultaneously balance the needs of victims.

promote a culture of openness and accountability amongst

The Agency has published a Victims Charter which provides

public sector bodies, and therefore facilitate better public

guidance on treating victims according to their particular

understanding as to how public authorities carry out their

needs, both as victims and as an individual. It takes account

duties, why they make the decisions they do, and how they

of vulnerable victims and the need to consider cultural,

spend public money.

racial, religious and sexual identities of victims.

The Agency displays on its website the processes by which
information requests can be made.

Health and Safety

During 2007-2008 the Agency received ten requests for
information under the Freedom of Information Act and two

The Agency accepts the responsibilities as outlined within

requests for personal information under the Data Protection Act.

the scope of the Health and Safety at Work (NI) Order
1978. The Agency will, therefore, do all it can to ensure
the full commitment at all levels of management and the

Data Handling

cooperation of all members of staff in order to meet its
obligations under this legislation.

The Agency has a responsibility to safeguard the information
it holds, both in electronic and hard copy format, and has in

The Agency also accepts its responsibility to safeguard the
health and safety of all young persons placed into custody
and other persons not its employees who may be visiting, or
working at any of the premises occupied by the Agency.

place data security procedures which mirror those of NIO to
minimize the risk of compromise of that information. It has
complied fully with the NIO data security reviews and has
undertaken an extensive programme to provide encryption

The Agency has in place an overarching Health & Safety

on all Agency laptops and stand-alone PCs. All staff received

Committee which meets quarterly. A Health & Safety

awareness training on data security issues.

representative from each Directorate has a seat on
this committee. Health & Safety Committee’s for each

There have been no recorded breaches of data security within
the Agency during 2007-2008.

Directorate will be established in early 2008-2009.
During 2007-2008 there were a total of 26 recorded assaults
on Agency staff by young people, all of which occurred
within the custodial environment of Woodlands Juvenile
Justice Centre. Further details are contained at Appendix 7.

Sustainable Development
The Agency is committed to the Government’s policy on
sustainable development as set out in the Northern Ireland
Sustainable Development Strategy and in its day to day
activities it strives towards maintaining the best possible
environmental performance.
The Agency has in place a policy on sustainable development
to be applied across the organisation and all staff have been
tasked to comply with the procedures.
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The Agency will continue to build upon its achievements and
focus on organisation development, evaluation of services

The main developments planned for 2008-2009 include:
©

provided and enhancing public awareness of the services it

Continued contribution towards the overall NIO Public
Service Agreement, the NIO Departmental Strategic

provides. The Corporate Plan 2008-2011 and Business Plan

Objectives and the Criminal Justice System NI targets

2008-2009 outlines the Agency’s key priorities over the next

and objectives

three years.
©

Implementation of the new Public Protection
Arrangements NI (PPANI) legislative requirements in
relation to young people

©

Contribution to the implementation of the Northern
Ireland regional strategy for the prevention of offending
by children and young people

©

Establishment of an Agency wide strategy for addressing
priority youth offenders on Juvenile Justice Centre Orders

©

Delivery of a communications and public relations
strategy which raises awareness of and conﬁdence in the
work of the Agency among stakeholders

©

Implementation of the reducing re-offending strategy
through a restorative justice framework across the
Agency

©

Implementation of the agreed recommendations of the
CJINI (Criminal Justice Inspection Northern Ireland)
inspection of the Youth Conference Service

©

Development of a social inclusion pathways model for
all young people and families referred to the Agency

©

Implementation of the new Juvenile Justice Centre rules
and devise Agency standards and associated policies as
appropriate

©

Implementation of the agreed recommendations of the
CJINI Inspection of the Juvenile Justice Centre

©

Implementation of the agreed recommendations of the
CJINI Inspection of Corporate Governance within the
Agency.
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b } | wz  HFFNCHFFO
j~{ { {| wy{ w}{ { x ~{ c{ |  HFFNCHFFO w{ }{ x{ P
KEY BUSINESS AREA

REDUCING OFFENDING

KEY PERFORMANCE TARGET FOR 2008-2009

KPT 1: OK; | w y~z{ x{y  w `{{ `y{ Y{{ ez{  ~w{ w {C
integration plan
KPT 2: Achieve an 85% compliance rate within the statutory timeframe for all children
~ w{ x{y  w y  z w {{z x ~{ W}{y

INCREASING CONFIDENCE

KPT 3: Achieve an increase in public conﬁdence in how the Agency deals with young

_d j^[ oekj^ `kij_Y[

{ { wyy{z | y{ |  JG;  w {w JK;B w {w{z x ~{ d ~{ _{wz

AGENCY

Omnibus Survey
KPT 4: 85% of youth conference reports to be returned to court within statutory timescales

DEVELOPING RESTORATIVE

KPT 5: At least 80% of referrals to result in a youth conference and of those, at least 70%

JUSTICE

of young offenders to be satisﬁed with the outcome
KPT 6: cww w y w{zwy{ w{ | w {w LF; |   ~ y |{{y{ wz |
those, at least 75% of victims to be satisﬁed with the outcome

DELIVERING POSITIVE

KPT 7: Following the introduction of a common risk assessment system, all young people

OUTCOMES FOR YOUNG

referred to the Agency under a court order to have an assessment of risk and strengths

PEOPLE

completed within 4 weeks of the commencement of the order

ENSURING SAFE AND

KPT 8: All new admissions to custody to have a risk assessment conducted within 24 hours

APPROPRIATE USE OF

KPT 9: d {yw{ |  ~{ `{{ `y{ Y{{

CUSTODY
KPT 10: At least 90% of young people remanded by the Courts to have a bail assessment
commenced within 5 working days
KPT 11: Reduce the levels of physical restraint by 5% compared with 2007
MANAGING RESOURCES

KPT 12: cww {{z{ ~ w {z xz}{w 
KPT 13: fx~ wz w ~{ W}{y= wz{z HFFMCHFFN Ww h{  wz Wyy 
before Parliament prior to its summer recess
KPT 14: At least 75% of staff to be satisﬁed with the learning and development
opportunities provided by the Agency

W |~{ HH z{{ { x{y{ ~w{ w x{{ { |  HFFNCHFFOD Z{w | ~{{ yw x{ | z  ~{ W}{y=
Y  w{ fw HFFNCHFGG wz X{ fw HFFNCHFFO ~y~ w x~{z  cw HFFND Y { w x{ xw{z w
the Agency website: D ~y{w}{yD} D
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Pay Costs

d ~{ _{wz e|¢y{ >d_e? Z{w{w [{z{

Over the ﬁve year period pay costs have steadily increased in

b  {z x fww{D j~{  w yw~ {{{ |  ~{

line with the growth of the services provided by the Agency.

{w |  d_e w GOBLLO >HFFLCHFFMB GOBHNF?D

In that time, staff costs have also risen as a result of national

Resource Costs

w}{ w}{{{ |  w||  `  d{} w} Y {{

The total net expenditure of the Agency for 2007-2008 was
£21,981k and is compared to the previous ﬁnancial years

>{wy~{ wz y ? wz dw w `  Y y > ywB
care and support workers) terms and conditions who also
receive annual increments. The salaries and allowances of

that the Agency has been in existence in the table below.

these staff are outside the control of the Agency as they are

Income

nationally agreed.

During 2007-2008, income of the Agency increased

Since 2006-2007 (retrospectively applied to the 2005-2006

signiﬁcantly on the 2006-2007 ﬁnancial year. This was

ﬁgures) a change to the accounting treatment of the

due to the Agency receiving contributions from other public

d_b]eiY {  y~{{ z{ \wyw h{ }

sector organisations towards the funding of a number of

Standard (FRS) 17 has also added signiﬁcantly to staff

Agency sponsored initiatives and also a result of funding

costs as the annual service charge of the pension scheme

being channelled from the source sponsor to its end recipient

is charged to the operating cost statement in place of the

via the Agency, with the Agency taking on the responsibility

contributions paid. This has added approximately £500k to

|    } ~ {  {yD

~{ W}{y= w y   {wy~ {wD

\{ o{w h{{
Summary of Income & Expenditure 2003-04 to 2007-08
2007-2008

2006-2007

2005-2006

2004-20051

2003-20041

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

(143)

(64)

(106)

(283)

(356)

15,519

14,323

12,351

10,185

8,263

Wzw  [{z{

JBGFK

JBOGL

IBNKF

HBIKH

HBOGH

f }w{ [{z{

HBGFL

HBFOI

GBINO

KNK

JJO

Depreciation

714

3,032

1,532

1,386

1,231

Cost of Capital

475

469

497

356

351

Impairment of Fixed Assets

(795)
__________

1,318
__________

__________

__________

__________

d{ e{w} Y 

HGBONG
__________

HLBFNM
__________

GOBKGI
__________

GJBKNG
__________

GHBNKF
__________

Income
Staff Costs

1

W  w{z {yz{ ~{ wy | w y~w}{  wyy } |  d_b]eiY f{  bwx{ z{ \hiGM
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Staff costs in 2007-2008 also include the provision for

increased in recent years as the Agency has taken over direct

G |  ~{ d_b]eiY {  wx ~y~ w{ w

responsibility for providing additional services which had

a result of a decision taken in-year to include certain

{  x{{ wz{{z x ~{ o ~ `y{ f y

allowances of a number of staff at the Juvenile Justice

k | ~{ d_eD j~{{ yz{z ~{    | {{ 

Centre within their pensionable pay. The provision

{y{ wz ~{ {w  | ~{ Xw i  wz h{wz

represents the higher pension liabilities that immediately

Fostering schemes for which additional funding was

w{  ~{ d_b]eiY ¢w ww y~{{D

transferred to the Agency.

Administration Expenditure

From the summer of 2005, seventeen year olds came

Administration expenditure, which had steadily increased

~ ~{ o ~ `y{ { wz  }w{ {{

and mirrored the growth of the Agency since 2003-2004,

developed to meet the speciﬁc needs of this age group
within existing resources.

reduced by £811k during 2007-2008. This is partly due
to the accommodation costs in 2006-2007 including

In both 2007-2008 and 2006-2007 the Agency

w{ {{z{ xwyCzw{z  HFFICHFFJ >~{ W}{y=

administered funding received from the Inter Departmental

regional and local ofﬁces had incorrectly beneﬁted from

Fund under the Renewing Communities Initiative.

a rates exemption in the past). In addition, maintenance

Capital Expenditure

and repairs costs fell by £530k reﬂecting the absence of
w  {{ z{{ { z} ~{ {wB ~y~ ~wz

Details of the movement of ﬁxed assets which include

been substantial in previous years. Utilities costs also

{{z{  _j wz ~{ {wy{{ ¢{ < ¢}

reduced beneﬁting from an over-accrual in 2006-2007

wz w < {{    ~{ W}{y= wy{ w{

for electricity costs (based on incorrect electricity bills) for

{   d { M < N  ~{ ¢wyw w{{D

Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre.

Capital expenditure incurred by the Agency in 2007-2008

Programme Expenditure

totalled £260k. This level of spend is broadly consistent
with the level of capital expenditure by the Agency in

Programme expenditure in 2007-2008 is broadly in line

recent years.

~ HFFLCHFFM {{z{D [{z{  ~ w{w ~w

\{ o{w h{{
Capital Expenditure 2003-04 to 2007-08
2007-2008

2006-2007

2005-2006

2004-2005

2003-2004

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

260

334

189

165

680

by Parent Department

75
__________

11,738
__________

6,782
__________

457
__________

1,267
__________

j w

IIK
__________

GHBFMH
__________

LBOMG
__________

LHH
__________

GBOJM
__________

Yww [{z{ y{z
by Agency
Yww [{z{ |z{z

1
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During 2007-2008, the Agency incurred capital expenditure

£6.8m in 2006-2007. The increase in ﬁxed assets during the

of £142k on IT equipment, £71k on alterations to the

year largely reﬂects the in-year capital spend as depreciation

changing rooms at the Juvenile Justice Centre, and £42k on

of £714k and the disposal of obsolete equipment from the

|{ wz ¢}D W |~{ NF w {  w <

old centre of £104k has been offset by an increase in the

{{B | ~y~ MK w wz x ~{ W}{y= w{

ww  | ~{ wz < xz} w ~{ m zwz { w

z{w{ >d_e? |  ~{ ww  | YYjl yw{w w

IG cwy~ HFFN x NLKD

Woodlands JJC.

iy{ HFFLCHFFM >IG cwy~ HFFL wz IG cwy~ HFFK

j~{ }¢yw ~}~{ {{z{ |z{z x ~{ W}{y=

liabilities also restated) a change in the accounting

parent department in the three previous years reﬂects the

{w{ | ~{ d_b]eiY {  y~{{ z{ \hi GM

capital spend on the construction of the new Juvenile Justice

{{ ~{ W}{y  {   ~w{ | ~{ y~{{= z{¢y

Centre at Woodlands and prior to that, on initial capital

on its balance sheet. This currently stands at £3.1m at 31

spend on IT, and on furniture, ﬁxtures and ﬁttings required to

cwy~ HFFNB w {zy  | G z} ~{ {w >GDI

get the new Agency operational.

y{ IG cwy~ HFFL? z{  w C{w wyww }w |
£1.5m (and a £0.8m gain in 2006-2007).

Financial Position

j~{ {zy   ~{ {  y~{{    w IG cwy~

j~{  w { w{ | ~{ W}{y w IG cwy~ HFFN {{

2008 is offset by the additional pension related provision of

£13,819k. A ﬁve-year comparison of the ﬁnancial position

GB wwx{  d_b]eiY ~y~  {w{z wx { z{

for each year is shown in the following table.

pay costs.

The total net assets of the Agency have increased
signiﬁcantly since 2004-2005 due to the construction of the

Financial Risk

new Juvenile Justice Centre at Woodlands which became

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y {{ w  ~{ d ~{

operational in 2006-2007 at a valuation of £17.5m. This

_{wz e|¢y{ |  |z}B wwy wz ~ z  w{ <

has been partially offset by the transfer of surplus land at

liabilities in sterling, and has no signiﬁcant borrowings. The

~{ z ``Y >hw~}w{? {  ~{ d_e w  yw} w{ |

Agency is therefore not materially exposed to liquidity risk.

\{ o{w h{{
iw | W{ < bwx{ HFFICHFFJ  HFFMCHFFN
2007-2008

2006-0007

2005-2006

2004-2005

2003-2004

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

Fixed Assets

20,543

20,147

19,214

12,796

12,758

Other Assets

246

309

403

498

343

(4,803)

(4,581)

(4,719)

(5,607)

(2,214)1

e~{ bwx{

>HBGLM?
__________

>HBKMJ?
__________

>GBJMJ?
__________

>OJK?
__________

>OIJ?
__________

d{ W{

GIBNGO
__________

GIBIFG
__________

GIBJHJ
__________

LBMJH
__________

OBOKI
__________

Provisions

1
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Remuneration Policy
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The Agency does not have a remuneration committee.

_ ~{  { w d C[{y{ Z{y  i~w{ b }w

W {  ~{ cww}{{ X wz y{ ~{ y{w 

received total remuneration of £7,341 (2006-2007, £7,155)

of the Agency are made in accordance with the Civil Service

wz bzw a{ {y{{z  w {{w  | MBIJG

Y  = }{{w {}w D

(2006-2007, £1,201).

j~{ {{w  | ~{ d C[{y{ Z{y  

The salary and pension details of the remainder of the

z{{{z x ~{ Y~{| [{y{  y w  ~ ~{

cww}{{ X wz |  HFFMCHFFN w{ zy {z  ~{ jwx{

Director of Corporate Services.

overleaf. Salaries include gross salaries and any allowance

Service Contracts

or performance bonuses payable. The salary range reﬂects
remuneration for the months in ofﬁce. The Agency did not

Civil Service appointments are made in accordance with

w{ w y x   w X wz c{x{= w{~

~{ Y i{y{ Y  {= h{y{ Y z{B ~y~

pension account nor did it pay any compensation or make

requires appointment to be on merit on the basis of fair and

w wwz  | { {x{ | ~{ cww}{{ X wzD

open competition but also includes the circumstances when
appointments may otherwise be made.
k{ w{z x{ B ~{ Z{y  | ~{ o ~ `y{
Agency hold appointments, which are open-ended until
~{ {wy~ ~{  w {} w}{D [w {w B
other than for misconduct, would result in the individual
receiving compensation as set out in the Civil Service
Compensation Scheme.
j~{ d C[{y{ Z{y  w{ w {z |  w { | I
years, renewable by agreement.
Further information about the work of the Civil Service
Commissioners can be found at
www.civilservicecommissioners.gov.uk.

X {
j~{ Y~{| [{y{  {}x{  {y{{ w x  w
a member of the Senior Civil Service. The Directors of
Y  w{ i{y{ wz ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ w{
eligible to receive a non-consolidated performance bonus
z{ ~{ { | ~{ d_e y~{{ |  }{{w {y{
grade staff.
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The monetary value of beneﬁts in kind covers any beneﬁts
provided by the employer and treated by the Inland Revenue
as a taxable emolument.

(-)

( 20-25 )2

(-)

(40-45)

45-50

-

(-)

(45-50)

45-50

-

45-50

(33)

(-)

(70-75)

(70-75)

-

65-70

-

£ 00

=FFF

65-70

X{{¢
in kind

Salary (as
z{¢{z?

(0-2.5)

0-2.5

(0-2.5)

2.5-5.0

(0-2.5)

0-2.5

(0-2.5)

0-2.5

(0-2.5)

0-2.5

Real
increase
in
pension
at age
60
=FFF

(2.5-5)

0-2.5

(0.2-5)

( 15-20 )

20-25

(15-20)

15-20

(15-20)

(2.5-5.0)

0-2.5

15-20

(15-20)

15-20

( 20-25 )

2.5-5.0

(0-2.5)

0-2.5

(-)

25-30

( 50-55 )

60-65

(50-55)

55-60

(55-60)

55-60

(55-60)

55-60

(-)

-

299

355

252

398

5011

355

408

277

455

584

50

19

17

18

17

-

-

-

-

-

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF
-

[ { y x 
to partnership pension
account including risk
x{{¢ y {

Real increase in CETV
w|{ wz{ | 
inﬂation and changes
in market investment
factors

CETV at
31/3/08

CETV at
31/3/07

Related
lump sum
at age
60 at
31/3/08

Total accrued
pension at age
60 at
31/3/08

Real
increase
in related
lump sum
at age 60

(2006-2007 amounts are disclosed in brackets)
1
Z{  y{w |wy  x{} y {y  w {w= Y[jl ywyw  ~{{ w x{ w }~ z||{{y{ x{{{ ~{ ¢w Y[jl |  HFFLCHFFM wz ~{ w | { z Y[jl |  HFFMCHFFND
2
j~{ HFFLCHFFM y ww{ |  c Zwz m{ y { ~{ { z GH ey x{ HFFL  IG cwy~ HFFM >| {w {w{  JIBLJM?D

c Zwz m{
Director of Community
Services
(1/8/07 – 31/3/08)
Acting Director of
Community Services
( 1/4/07 – 31/07/07)

Mrs Alice Chapman
Z{y  o ~
Conferencing

c f~ j {
Director Custodial
Services

Mr Martin Gunning
Director Corporate
Services

Mr Bill Lockhart
Y~{| [{y{

X wz c{x{
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Y~{| [{y{ qwz{z | w s

of 1/80th of pensionable salary for each year of service.

j~{ Y~{| [{y{B X b y~w {y{{z  w {{w 

_ wzz B w   {w{  ~{{ {w= {  

excluding pension contributions of £68,903 (2006-2007,

payable on retirement. For premium, beneﬁts accrue at the

MHBMIF?D j~{ Y~{| [{y{  w zw {x{ | ~{

rate of 1/60th of ﬁnal pensionable earnings for each year of

fyw Y i{y{ f{  iy~{{ >]X?D

service. Unlike classic, there is no automatic lump sum (but
members may give up (commute) some of their pension to

Pensions

provide a lump sum). Classic plus is essentially a variation

Pension beneﬁts are provided through the Principal Civil

of premium, but with beneﬁts in respect of service before 1

i{y{ >fYi? {  ww}{{B ~{ d ~{ _{wz

October 2002 calculated broadly as per classic.

b yw ] {{ e|¢y{= i{ww  iy~{{

The partnership pension account is a stakeholder pension

>d_b]eiY? wz ~{ j{wy~{= i{ww  iy~{{ >jii?D

arrangement. The employer makes a basic contribution

Principal Civil Service Pension Arrangements

of between 3% and 12.5% (depending on the age of the

f{  x{{¢ w{  z{z ~ }~ ~{ d ~{ _{wz
Civil Service pension arrangements which are administered
by Civil Service Pensions (CSP). Staff in post prior to 30 July
HFFM w x{  { | ~{{ w  xw{z v¢w ww=
deﬁned beneﬁt arrangements (classic, premium, and classic
plus). These arrangements are unfunded with the cost of
beneﬁts met by monies voted by Parliament each year.
Pensions payable under classic, premium, and classic plus are

member) into a stakeholder pension product chosen by
the employee. The employee does not have to contribute
but where they do make contributions, the employer will
match these up to a limit of 3% of pensionable salary (in
wzz   ~{ { {= xwy y x ?D [ { w
contribute a further 0.8% of pensionable salary to cover the
cost of centrally-provided risk beneﬁt cover (death in service
and ill health retirement).

increased annually in line with changes in the Retail Prices

The accrued pension quoted is the pension the member

_z{D d{ {w  }   w|{ G ey x{ HFFH wz

is entitled to receive when they reach pension age, or

before 30 July 2007 could choose between membership

immediately on ceasing to be an active member of the

| {   } w } z w v { y~w{=

scheme if they are at or over pension age. Pension age is 60

stakeholder arrangement with a signiﬁcant employer

for members of ywyB {B and classic plus and 65

y x  >w{~ {  wyy ?D d{ {w

for members of nuvos.

 }   w|{ IF ` HFFM w{ {}x{ |  {x{~

Further details about the Civil Service Pension arrangements

of the nuvos arrangement or they can opt for a partnership

can be found at the website www.civilservicepensions.gov.uk

{  wyy D d   w v{w{z { = ww}{{
in which members accrue pension beneﬁts at a percentage
rate of annual pensionable earnings throughout the period
| y~{{ {x{~D j~{ y{ w{  HDI;D [w{z

j~{ d ~{ _{wz b yw ] {{ e|¢y{=
i{ww  Y {{ iy~{{ >d_b]eiY?
This scheme is a deﬁned beneﬁts type, and the fund is

pension beneﬁts are increased annually in line with increases

invested in suitable investments, managed by the Committee.

in the RPI and attract annual pension increase.

\  HFFMCHFFN ~{ y x  w{ {{ GI; { {=B

[ {{ y x  w{ { w ~{ w{ | GDK; |

wz L; { {{= >HFFLCHFFMB GG; { {= wz L;

pensionable earnings for classic and 3.5% for premium,

{ {{=?D

ywy  wz  D X{{¢  ywy wyy{ w ~{ w{
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The pension costs are assessed in accordance with the advice

member as a result of their purchasing additional pension

of independent qualiﬁed actuaries using the market led

x{{¢ w ~{  y D Y[jl w{ ywyw{z ~ ~{

approach. The latest actuarial valuations of the scheme were

guidelines and framework prescribed by the Institute and

w IG cwy~ HFFMD

Faculty of Actuaries and do not take account of any actual

j{wy~{= i{ww  iy~{{ >jii?

  {w {zy   x{{¢ {} |  b|{{
Allowance Tax which may be due when pension beneﬁts are

j~{ j{wy~{= i{ww  iy~{{  w y x 

drawn.

y~{{ wz{{z x ~{ Z{w{ | [zyw D
j~{ y z  | ~{ i{ww  >d_? ez{ GOMHB

The Real Increase in the Value of the CETV

~{ j{wy~{= i{ww  h{}w  >d_? GOONB

j~ {£{y ~{ y{w{  Y[jl {||{y{ |z{z x

and subsequent amendments apply to the scheme. The

the employer. It takes account of the increase in accrued

scheme is presently notionally funded. The rate of the

pension due to inﬂation, contributions paid by the employee

{ {= y x   z{{{z |  {  { x

(including the value of any beneﬁts transferred from another

the Government actuary and advised by the Department

pension scheme or arrangement) and uses common market

of Finance and Personnel. For 2007-2008 the contribution

valuation factors for the period.

w{ {{ GIDL; { {= wz LDJ; { {{=D
>HFFLCHFFMB GJ; { {= wz L; { {{=?
Yw~ [w{ jw|{ lw{ >Y[jl?
Bill Lockhart
W Y[jl  ~{ wyww w{{z yww{z w{ | ~{

Accounting Ofﬁcer

pension scheme beneﬁts accrued by a member at a particular
   {D j~{ x{{¢ w{z w{ ~{ {x{= wyy{z

25 June 2008

x{{¢ wz w y }{  {= {  wwx{
|  ~{ y~{{D W Y[jl  w w{ wz{ x w { 
scheme or arrangement to secure pension beneﬁts in another
pension scheme or arrangement when a member leaves a
scheme and chooses to transfer the beneﬁts accrued in their
former scheme. The pension ﬁgures shown relate to the
beneﬁts that the individual has accrued as a consequence of
~{  w {x{~ | ~{ {  y~{{B    ~{
service in a senior capacity to which disclosure applies.
The ﬁgures include the value of any pension beneﬁt in
another scheme or arrangement which the individual has
transferred to the CSP arrangements and for which the CS
l { ~w {y{{z w w|{ | w{ y {w{
to the additional pension liabilities being assumed. They
also include any additional pension beneﬁt accrued to the
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Appendix 1 - Community Services Caseload
Yw{ wz C x Y  i{y{ Y{{ ¤ W HFFM  cwy~ HFFN
Centre

New Referrals
2007-2008

Cases Discharged
2007-2008

Monthly average
active Caseload

dx{ | wy{
cases at 31 March

2007-2008

2008

Antrim

22

34

22

11

Armagh>G?

21

19

12

-

Ballymena

39

33

28

34

Xwxz}{

89

51

53

73

Bangor

65

62

34

33

Coleraine

43

51

17

20

Downpatrick

34

22

24

33

East Belfast

30

23

36

36

Enniskillen

35

41

23

19

Falls

58

59

36

46

Foyle

71

53

53

61

Larne

35

38

24

15

bx

72

39

27

40

Magherafelt

62

39

28

41

Newry

52

32

29

42

d{ wxx{

53

46

28

36

Newtownards

31

34

34

35

North Belfast

72

52

34

48

Omagh

43

49

23

20

South Belfast

30

21

25

27

Shankill

16

26

18

9

iwxw{

27

34

19

19

GBFFF

858

627

698

Total for Year

qd {P Ww}~ Y  i{y{ Y{{ y{w{z 

{w{ w w wzCw { y{{  ey x{ HFFMQ |  ~w   ~{

Ww}~ yw{ wz  y x{z ~ d{ Y  i{y{ Y{{Ds
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Source of Community Services Referrals - April 2007 to March 2008

Source

dx{ | h{|{w

Percentage of Referrals

Court

111

11%

o ~ y |{{y{ z{ wz w

690

69%

Other Criminal Justice source

112

11%

Health and Social Services

47

5%

[zyw  i{y{

18

2%

Other

22

2%

Total

GBFFF

100%

Bail Supervision and Support Referrals – April 2007 to March 2008
dx{
Bail assessments completed:

272

Of which:
Formal proposals presented to Court

67

Proposals accepted by Court

60

Outcomes of accepted proposals:

Successful completion of bail

28

Currently on bail

18

Xw { {z

14
TOTAL

60

Y  y { |  ~ { yy{| y {} xwP

Community disposal

24

Charges Withdrawn

4
TOTAL

28
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W{z H C o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{ Yw{ wz
h{|{w ¤ x h{}  wz i y{ C W HFFM  cwy~ HFFN

YCS Region

Diversionary

Court

Total

X{|w

336

501

837

d ~ [w

72

144

216

d ~ m{

106

151

257

i ~ [w

147

208

355

South West

139

128

267

Total

800

GBGIH

GBOIH

Diversionary

Court

Total

X{|w

275

333

608

d ~ [w

60

114

174

d ~ m{

56

101

157

i ~ [w

114

146

260

South West

81

70

151

586

764

GBIKF

fw w {z ¤ x h{}  wz i y{ C W HFFM  cwy~ HFFN

YCS Region

Total
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Appendix 3 - Analysis of Admissions to Custody
Y z f w  ¤ x iw ¤ W HFFM  cwy~ HFFN

Status

Initial Admissions >G?

Total Admissions >H?

Average Population

fDWDYD[

165

165

1

Remand

164

260

22

Committal

23

45

9

(1)

Includes only new admissions into the Juvenile Justice Centre

(2)

_yz{ { wz   ~{ Y{{  y~w}{ | w ~ ~{ Y{{B |  {w{B |  fDWDYD[  {wzD

j w Wz   Y z ¤ x iw wz c ~ | Wz  C W HFFM  cwy~ HFFN
Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sept

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

\{x

Mar

Total

P.A.C.E.

16

15

18

13

12

20

15

10

11

6

12

17

165

Remand

28

20

32

19

27

28

25

14

17

16

16

18

260

Committal

2

7

3

2

4

6

2

3

4

6

3

3

45

Total

46

42

53

34

43

54

42

27

32

28

31

38

470

Status

j w Wz   Y z ¤ x iw wz ]{z{ C W HFFM  cwy~ HFFN

Status

Male

Female

Total

fDWDYD[

145

20

165

Remand

216

44

260

Committal

41

4

45

402

68

470

Total

53
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Appendix 4 - Recruitment and Selection Code of Practice
j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y ~w {  wy{  {{ ~w {{y  |  w {  wz{  wyy zwy{ ~ ~{ Y
i{y{ Y  { |  d ~{ _{wz {y{ y z{D
W wyw w{ y z{{z {wyw w}w ~{ W}{y= {y{ wyy{ wz  { ~ x~{z wx
y{wD j~{ {y{ { w{ {ww{z  w {}w xw  {{ ~{ {{ ~ ~{ Y  {= }z{{
wz w{  { ~ x{ wyy{ w {y {z{z x ~{ Y~w{{z _{ | f{ { < Z{{ { wz ~{ [w
Commission.
d w { {{ wz{ z{ {}w  I | ~{ Y  {= }{{w {}w D W wyw w |   |
~{ wyw= wz w {{= {}  w|¢w  wz }{z{ |  ~{ |  } {y{ yww}P
©

Qualiﬁed/Unqualiﬁed Careworker

©

Deputy Director, Custodial Services

©

Social Worker

©

d{

©

o ~ Y |{{y{ Y C zw 

©

Director, Community Services

©

Casual Careworkers

APPLICANTS

APPOINTEES

h{}  W|¢w 

h{}  W|¢w 

Protestant

117

Protestant

11

Roman Catholic

98

Roman Catholic

16

d Cz{{{z

26

d Cz{{{z

6

Total

241

Total

33

Gender

Gender

cw{

126

cw{

14

Female

115

Female

19

Total

241

Total

33

j~{ h{}  w|¢w  wz }{z{ x{wz  | ~{  | y{ ~ ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y   z{z  Z{w{
of Finance and Personnel.

54

Directorate

0
14
0
53

Corporate Services

Custodial Services

o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{

TOTALS

39

Received

Allegations

14

0

11

0

3

“C”

14

0

2

0

12

“R”

25

0

1

0

24

“S”

ix{z x

53

0

14

0

39

Total

2

51

0

12

H@@
0

0

0

39

^<iij

Required
0

to

Referred

Action

No

Outcome

53

0

14

0

39

TOTAL

i¬ C c{x{ | o`W iw||

h¬ C h{{{w{

Y¬ C Y~z

Allegation submitted by:-

Wxx{w P

@@^{w~ < i yw i{y{ w{wz ww{ | x ~ yw{ ~{ y wy{z ¤ | w {|{w   {{zD

@Y  i{y{ ¢}{ yz{ ~{{ wz} w{}w  yw{z | wz |  ~{ {w HFFLCHFFMD

qd {P W {|{w {w{  yz{ yy} z{ ~{ zy  | ~{ W}{y x ~y~ {{ z{¢{z wz { {z w ~{ W}{y= Y~z f {y   y{z{Ds

cw HFFN

Apr 2007 - @Y  i{y{

Period

No. of

Youth Justice Agency – Summary of Child Protection Allegations Received - April 2007 – March 2008

Appendix 5 - Child Protection - Statistics
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55

56
13

4

46

0
44

0
2

0
-

J¬ C _z{{z{ Y w h{{{

I¬ C Y~{| [{y{

H¬ C i{  cww}{

G¬ C c{x{ | w|| ~w {y{{z ~{ y w

Complaint is currently being dealt with or was resolved by –

2. Step of Investigation / Investigation resolved at:-

h¬ C h{{{w{

Y¬ C Y ww

GD Y w ix{z xPC

Wxx{w P

25

0

Resolved

@Y zw i{y{ ¢}{ yz{ { wz} y w yw{z | wz |  ~{ {w HFFLCHFFM

7

0

0

22

0

Ongoing

TOTALS

0

2

0

43

o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{

45

0

4
24

13

Ongoing

0

Resolved

Resolved

7

0

0

Ongoing

21

1

0

Step
1

@Y zw i{y{

1

0

“R”

1

0

0

“C”

Resolved

0

0

Total
YTD

0

0

0

Q3 Q4

Status of
Complaint

Ongoing

1

0

Q2

No of
Complaints
ix{z X

Corporate Services
>yz} Y~{| [{y{ |¢y{?

0

Q1

Community Services

Directorate against which
y w wz{ E {y{{z x

ix{z x

Youth Justice Agency – Summary of Complaints Received - April 2007 – March 2008

Appendix 6 - Complaints - Statistics

21

0

0

21

0

0

0

0

0

Step
2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Step
3

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Step
4

Step of Investigation / Resolved at

46

0

0

45

0

1

0

0

0

ixCj w
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W{z M C Ww x o } f{ {  W}{y iw||
Ww x o } f{ {  W}{y iw||P W HFFM C cwy~ HFFN
Month

dx{ | ww

April

3

cw

5

June

6

July

2

August

2

September

1

October

4

d {x{

0

December

0

January

3

February

0

cwy~

0

Total

26

All assaults took place within the Juvenile Justice Centre. There were no assaults
 w||  }  Y  i{y{  ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{
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Appendix 8 - Addresses and Contact Details
Youth Justice Agency
41-43 Waring Street

Community
Services Ofﬁces

Youth Justice Community Services
East Belfast

Belfast BT1 2DY

Youth Justice Community Services

N bxw Y 

Tel:

Ballymena & Antrim

k{ d{ wz h wz

E-mail: info@yjani.gov.uk

H X wzw W{{

X{|w XjJ I[o

www.youthjusticeagencyni.gov.uk

Xw{w XjJI MWW

Tel:

(028) 9031 6400

Tel:

(028) 9065 2440

(028) 2563 8288
Youth Justice Community Services

Corporate Services & Chief
Executive

Youth Justice Community Services

Enniskillen

41-43 Waring Street

Bangor

18A Shore Road

X{|w XjG HZo

54 Abbey Street

[{ XjMJ M[\

Tel:

(028) 9031 6452

Xw}  XjHF J`X

Tel:

[CwP

| VwD} D

Tel:

(028) 6632 0560

(028) 9146 4577
Youth Justice Community Services

Community Services Headquarters

Youth Justice Community Services

Foyle

41-43 Waring Street

Coleraine

J~ \  [xw Xz}

X{|w XjG HZo

Suite 5 River House

3 Strand Road

Tel:

(028) 9031 6477

J Yw{ bw{

b z z{ XjJN MX^

[CwP

| VwD} D

Y {w{ XjKG IZh

Tel:

Tel:

(028) 7136 5593

(028) 7032 9346
Youth Justice Community Services

Youth Conference Service
Headquarters

Youth Justice Community Services

Lisburn

41-43 Waring Street

Craigavon & Banbridge

Ofﬁce Suite 4

X{|w XjG HZo

k M b{}w~  Y{{

Hz \ B bx iw{ ^ {

Tel:

(028) 9031 6418

X  

^w{ bw{

[CwP

| VyD} D

Yw}w  XjLK KX[

bx XjHN Gji

Tel:

Tel:

(028) 3834 4257

(028) 9260 6828

Woodlands
Juvenile Justice
Centre

Youth Justice Community Services

Youth Justice Community Services

Downpatrick

Mid-Ulster

G c  z Y {

GIW [}~ i{{

OW X wz i{{

c  z W{{

Z wy XjIF LWX

cw}~{w|{ XjJK L[X

Rathgael Road

Tel:

Tel:

Xw}  XjGO GjW
Tel:

(028) 9185 4600

[CwP

yVwD} D
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Youth Justice Community Services

Youth Justice Community Services

Newry & Armagh

West Belfast

GJW j~{ cw

471 Falls Road

d{ XjIJ GXn

X{|w

Tel:

XjGH LZZ

41-43 Waring Street

Tel:

X{|w XjG HZo

(028) 3025 1115

Youth Justice Community Services

Youth Conference
Service Centres
Youth Conference Service - Belfast
Area

(028) 9024 5858

Tel:

(028) 9031 6418

Newtownabbey & Larne
j~{ d w~ Xw vW= ^ {

Youth Conference Service – North

Whiteabbey Hospital

East

Doagh Road

LCN X wzw W{{

d{ wxx{ XjIM Oh^

Xw{w XjJI MWW

Tel:

Tel:

(028) 9086 2990

(028) 2563 9800

Youth Justice Community Services

Youth Conference Service – North

Newtownards

West

GO c i{{

Hz \  [xw Xz}

d{ wz XjHI Jbk

Strand Road

Tel:

b z z{ XjJN MXW

(028) 9182 0611

Tel:

(028) 7127 8070

Youth Justice Community Services
North Belfast & Shankill

Youth Conference Service – South

171-179 Duncairn Gardens

East

X{|w XjGK H][

15 Castlewellan Road

Tel:

Xwxz}{ XjIH JWn

(028) 9035 1982

Tel:

(028) 4062 9158

Youth Justice Community Services
Omagh & Strabane

Youth Conference Service – South

1st Floor Anderson House

West

cw{ i{{

1st Floor Anderson House

ew}~ XjMN G[[

cw{ i{{

Tel:

ew}~ XjMN G[[

(028) 8225 2398

Tel:

(028) 8225 2398

Youth Justice Community Services
South Belfast
2 Hawthorns
X{|w XjGF Fdh
Tel:

(028) 9030 1611
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iw{{ | W}{y= wz Y~{| [{y{= h{ x{
(i) Under Section 7 of the Government Resources and
Wyy  Wy HFFFB j{w ~w z{y{z ~{ o ~

(ii) In preparing the accounts the Agency is required to:
©

`y{ W}{y | d ~{ _{wz  {w{ w

Observe the accounts direction issued by Treasury,
including the relevant accounting and disclosure

statement of account for the ﬁnancial year ended 31

requirements, and apply suitable accounting policies on

cwy~ HFFN  ~{ |  wz  ~{ xw {   

a consistent basis;

accounts direction. The accounts are prepared on an
accruals basis and must give a true and fair view of

©

cw{ z}{{ wz {w{  w {w wx{ xwQ

~{ W}{y= w{ | w||w w ~{ {wC{zB wz | 

©

State whether applicable accounting standards have

income and expenditure, recognised gains and losses

been followed and disclose and explain any material

and cash ﬂows for the ﬁnancial year.

departures in the ﬁnancial statements;
©

Prepare the ﬁnancial statements on the going concern
basis, unless it is inappropriate to presume that the
Agency will continue in operation.

>? j~{ Wyy } e|¢y{ | ~{ d ~{ _{wz e|¢y{
~w z{}w{z ~{ Y~{| [{y{ | ~{ o ~ `y{
W}{y | d ~{ _{wz w ~{ Wyy } e|¢y{
for the Agency. The relevant responsibilities as Agency
Accounting Ofﬁcer, including responsibility for the
propriety and regularity of the public ﬁnances and
for the keeping of proper records, are set out in the
Wyy } e|¢y{= c{ wzB {z x j{wD
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Statement of Internal Control

Role of Audit Committee

GD

To support the Accounting Ofﬁcer with his responsibilities for

iy { | h{ x{

issues of risk, control, governance and associated assurances.
As Accounting Ofﬁcer, I have responsibility for maintaining
a sound system of Internal Control that supports the

ex{y{ | ~{ Wz Y {{

wy~{{{ | ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y=  y{B w wz

To advise the Accounting Ofﬁcer on:

x{y{B ~ w|{}wz} ~{ xy |z wz W}{y
assets for which I am personally responsible, in accordance

©

and updating of the risk management framework.

~ ~{ { x{ w}{z  {  cww}} fxy
c {D

©

The adequacy of arrangements for internal control
and risk management including the preparation of the

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y w wy~{z w w [{y{

Statement of Internal Control.

Agency, as recommended in the Criminal Justice Review on
G W HFFID _ {wy{z ~{ | { `{{ `y{ X wzB w

j~{ W}{y=  ww}{{  y{ wz {ww 

©

The accounting policies, the accounts and the annual

d CZ{w{w fxy X zB wz  { | |  w}{y{

report of the organisation, including the process for

{wx~{z ~ ~{ d ~{ _{wz e|¢y{D

review of the accounts prior to submission for audit,
{{ | {  z{¢{zB wz ww}{{= {{ |

_ w  {z x ~{ cww}{{ X wz | ~{ W}{y

representation to the external auditors.

which consists of the Director of each of the four directorates
| ~{ W}{y ¤ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{B Y 
Services, Custodial Provision and Corporate Services and two

©

Planned activity of internal audit and external audit.

©

The results of internal and external audit activity

d C[{y{ Z{y D

including ensuring appropriate action has been taken

j~{ W}{y= Wz Y {{  y~w{z x w d C[{y{

through quarterly reviews of the relevant Action Plans.

Director and the other members are :
C j~{ Y~{| [{y{
- The Director of Corporate Services
- The Director of Custodial Services

©

Assurances relating to the corporate governance
requirements for the organisation.

W h cww}{{ \w{  z{w} ~{    | 
the Agency is reviewed by the Audit Committee each quarter.
Risk Registers for each of the four Directorates underpin the

C j~{ Z{y  | ~{ o ~ Y |{{y{ i{y{

Agency Top Risk Framework and these are also reviewed by

- The Director of Community Services

the Audit Committee on a quarterly basis.

C ^{wz | \wyw cww}{{ i{y{ |  ~{ W}{y
j~{ d_e _{w Wz wz ~{ {{w wz  w{ w
represented. The Audit Committee operates under the agreed
Terms of Reference below which are reviewed as and when
required.
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2. Purpose of the System of Internal Control

4. The Risk and Control Framework

The system of Internal Control is designed to manage risk to

[wy~ { {| wy{ w}{ wz z{{ { x{y{

a reasonable level rather than to eliminate all risk of failure

~ ~{ HFFM¤HFFN X{ fw w  w{{zD [wy~

 wy~{{  y{B w wz x{y{Q  yw ~{{| {

w{ ~{ cww}{{ X wz {{  }{ w}w

only provide reasonable and not absolute assurance of

{wy~ w}{ wz x{y{ wz {w{{ ~{  |  C

effectiveness. The system of internal control is based on

achievement. The quarterly performance report subsequently

an ongoing process designed to identify and prioritise the

{z  ~{ Z{w{w i   wz c{ w

  ~{ wy~{{{ | ~{ W}{y=  y{B w wz

y w ~{  w{{ w}w w}{ wz x{y{D

x{y{B  {ww{ ~{ {~ z | ~ {  x{}
realised and the impact should they be realised, and to
manage them efﬁciently, effectively and economically. The
{ | {w y   ~w x{{  wy{  ~{ o ~
`y{ W}{y |  ~{ {w {z{z IG cwy~ HFFN wz  
the date of approval of the Annual Report and Accounts, and
accords with Treasury guidance.

W h cww}{{  y |  ~{ W}{y ~w x{{
produced and ensures that the management of risk is
embedded in policy making, planning and delivery of the
W}{y= w wz x{y{D _ yz{ w w {} 
~{ W}{y= y C zw{z w wy~   ww}{{B
~w   { wz ~   ~ z x{ y zy{zD j~{ vd_e
h cww}{{ ¤ W fwyyw ]z{= ~w x{{ {z 
provide clear approaches to risk management in the Agency.

ID Ywwy  ^wz{ h
j~{ ww}{{ |   z{ x ~{ o ~ `y{
W}{y= cww}{{ X wz wz Wz Y {{P

j~{ h cww}{{  y | ~{ W}{y {
the requirements the Agency needs to meet in terms of
evidencing fully embedded risk management – particularly
appropriate accountability, internal control and assurance

©

©

j~{ Y~{| [{y{ wz Z{y  w{ { x{ |  

{y~w ¤ ~y~ z{ ~{ W}{y= |{

management within their areas.

Statements of Internal Control.

[wy~ w{ ~{ Wz Y {{ {{ ~{ ~}~
level risks currently facing the Agency together with the
likelihood, impact, controls in place to mitigate the risks
and further action required. It also identiﬁes emerging
risks and the impact they may have on the Agency.

©

Directorate Risk Registers are also reviewed quarterly as
these underpin the Corporate Risk Register.

_  ~{ { x | ~{ W}{y= cww}{{ X wz 
identify and control the risks faced by the Agency in order to
{ w  {w  {D j~{ cww}{{ X wz 
set the tone and promote an anti-fraud culture, supported
by Assistant Directors and their staff who are best placed
to recognise the potential for fraud within the everyday
operations of their teams.
The Fraud Policy for the Agency has been issued to all
managers, and a summarised version has been issued to
all staff.
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5. Review of Effectiveness
As Accounting Ofﬁcer, I have responsibility for reviewing
~{ {||{y{{ | ~{ { | {w y  D c
review of the effectiveness of the system of internal control
is informed by the reports produced by internal auditors
and implementation of their recommendations together
with executive managers within the Agency who have
responsibility for the development and maintenance of the
internal control framework, and comments made by the
{{w wz   ~{ cww}{{ b{{ wz ~{
reports.

signiﬁcant number of internal reviews during 2007-2008,
Internal Audit agreed with management that it would restrict
its involvement for that year to follow-up reviews of corporate
governance and risk management. In year, both these
{{ {{ {  x ~{ Y`d_ y  w{ } {wy{
review. Internal Audit agreed to rely on the output from that
review rather than duplicate work. A normal programme
of internal audits has been agreed for 2008-2009. This
inspection was completed during 2007-2008 and reported
that the Agency has good standards of corporate governance
and a sound organisational structure in place to ensure its
services are managed effectively.

I have been advised throughout the year on the effectiveness
| ~{ { | {w y   x ~{ X wz wz Wz
Committee.

All of the recommendations contained in the external
wz = ww}{{ {{ {w}  HFFLCHFFM
Accounts have been implemented or are in the process of

Action plans are developed to address weaknesses and

being implemented.

monitored to ensure improvement of the systems in place.
Action Plans as a result of internal control reports and
external audit reports are reviewed and updated at each
quarterly Audit Committee meeting.
Risk Registers at both Corporate and Directorate level are

LD i}¢yw _{w Y   f x{
There were no signiﬁcant internal control problems in
2007-2008.

also reviewed and revised at each Audit Committee meeting.
Assurance Statements at Directorate level were introduced
in the 2006-2007 ﬁnancial year. The purpose of the
Assurance statements is to improve management and control

Bill Lockhart

x z{|} ww}{{= {y¢y { x{ wz

Accounting Ofﬁcer

seeking written assurance that these have been exercised

25 June 2008

with due care and attention. These Assurance Statements
which are completed at half-year and full-year intervals also
inform the Annual Statement of Internal Control.
I have ensured effective management of ﬁnancial and
non-ﬁnancial resources, by following good management
practice as well as speciﬁc guidelines or instruction issued by
Personnel Services Division, Financial Services Division and
|  {{~{{  ~{ d ~{ _{wz e|¢y{D j~{ xz}{
which were delegated to me have not been exceeded
(except where approval from Financial Services Division has
been received). As the Agency had agreed to carry out a
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The Certiﬁcate and Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General
to the House of Commons
I certify that I have audited the ﬁnancial statements of the

I also report whether in all material respects the expenditure

Youth Justice Agency for the year ended 31 March 2008

and income have been applied to the purposes intended by

under the Government Resources and Accounts Act 2000.

Parliament and the ﬁnancial transactions conform to the

These comprise the Operating Cost Statement and Statement

authorities which govern them.

of Recognised Gains and Losses, the Balance Sheet, the
Cashﬂow Statement and the related notes. These ﬁnancial
statements have been prepared under the accounting
policies set out within them. I have also audited the
information in the Remuneration Report that is described in

In addition, I report to you if the Agency has not kept proper
accounting records, if I have not received all the information
and explanations I require for my audit, or if information
speciﬁed by HM Treasury regarding remuneration and other
transactions is not disclosed.

that report as having been audited.
I review whether the Statement on Internal Control reﬂects
Respective responsibilities of the Agency, the Chief
Executive and Auditor

the Agency’s compliance with HM Treasury’s guidance, and
I report if it does not. I am not required to consider whether

The Agency and Chief Executive, as Accounting Ofﬁcer, are

this statement covers all risks and controls, or to form an

responsible for preparing the Annual Report, which includes

opinion on the effectiveness of the Agency’s corporate

the Remuneration Report, and the ﬁnancial statements in

governance procedures or its risk and control procedures.

accordance with the Government Resources and Accounts
Act 2000 and HM Treasury directions made there under and
for ensuring the regularity of ﬁnancial transactions. These
responsibilities are set out in the Statement of Accounting
Ofﬁcer’s Responsibilities.

I read the other information contained in the Annual
Report and consider whether it is consistent with the
audited ﬁnancial statements. This other information
comprises the Foreword by the Chief Executive, Operating
Review, Appendices and the unaudited part of the

My responsibility is to audit the ﬁnancial statements and the

Remuneration Report. I consider the implications for my

part of the Remuneration Report to be audited in accordance

report if I become aware of any apparent misstatements or

with relevant legal and regulatory requirements, and with

material inconsistencies with the ﬁnancial statements. My

International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland).

responsibilities do not extend to any other information.

I report to you my opinion as to whether the ﬁnancial

Basis of audit opinions

statements give a true and fair view and whether the
ﬁnancial statements and the part of the Remuneration
Report to be audited have been properly prepared in
accordance with HM Treasury directions issued under the
Government Resources and Accounts Act 2000.

I conducted my audit in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) issued by the
Auditing Practices Board. My audit includes examination, on
a test basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts, disclosures
and regularity of ﬁnancial transactions included in the

I report to you whether, in my opinion, the information which

ﬁnancial statements and the part of the Remuneration

comprises the Management Commentary and the Financial

Report to be audited. It also includes an assessment of the

Review, included in the Annual Report, is consistent with the

signiﬁcant estimates and judgments made by the Agency

ﬁnancial statements.

and Chief Executive in the preparation of the ﬁnancial
statements, and of whether the accounting policies are most
appropriate to the Agency’s circumstances, consistently
applied and adequately disclosed.
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I planned and performed my audit so as to obtain all the
information and explanations which I considered necessary
in order to provide me with sufﬁcient evidence to give
reasonable assurance that the ﬁnancial statements and the
part of the Remuneration Report to be audited are free from

Opinion on Regularity
In my opinion, in all material respects, the expenditure and
income have been applied to the purposes intended by
Parliament and the ﬁnancial transactions conform to the
authorities which govern them.

material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error,
and that in all material respects the expenditure and income

Report

have been applied to the purposes intended by Parliament

I have no observations to make on these ﬁnancial

and the ﬁnancial transactions conform to the authorities

statements.

which govern them. In forming my opinion I also evaluated
the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in
the ﬁnancial statements and the part of the Remuneration
Report to be audited.
TJ Burr
Opinions

Comptroller and Auditor General

In my opinion:

National Audit Ofﬁce

©

151 Buckingham Palace Road
the ﬁnancial statements give a true and fair view,
in accordance with the Government Resources and
Accounts Act 2000 and directions made there under by

Victoria
London
SW1W 9SS

HM Treasury, of the state of the Agency’s affairs as at 31
March 2008, and of the net operating cost, recognised

4th July 2008

gains and losses and cash ﬂows for the year then ended;
©

the ﬁnancial statements and the part of the
Remuneration Report to be audited have been properly
prepared in accordance with HM Treasury directions
issued under the Government Resources and Accounts
Act 2000; and

©

information, which comprises the Management
Commentary and the Financial Review, included within
the Annual Report, is consistent with the ﬁnancial
statements.
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\wyw iw{{ |  ~{ o{w [z{z IG cwy~ HFFN
OPERATING COST STATEMENT
\  ~{ o{w [z{z IG cwy~ HFFN
Notes

Income

2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

2

(143)

(64)

3

15,519

14,323

M<N

MGJ

IBFIH

J

________________

LBGMF

________________

________________

HHBJFI

________________

HHBHLF

HJBHLG

475

469

Expenditure
Staff Costs
Z{{yw 
e~{ Y{ [{z{
Total Expenditure

Net Operating Costs Before Interest
Cost of Capital Charges

5a

Finance Costs

5b

d{ Y  | e{w  x{| { [y{ w Y 

41

LBOMF

HJBIHK

39

________________

________________

________________

HHBMML

________________

>MOK?

________________

HJBMLO

[y{ w >_y {?EY 
_w{ | bwz < Xz}
Net Cost of Operations

L

________________

HGBONG

________________
________________

GBIGN

j~{ { | ~{ W}{y= e{w} Y  iw{{ z{{ |  {w} wy{B w | ~y~ w{ y }D
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________________
________________
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STATEMENT OF RECOGNISED GAINS & LOSSES
\  ~{ o{w [z{z IG cwy~ HFFN
Notes

2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

d{ ]w  Wyww lww  | d_b]eiY f{  Z{¢y

GJ

GBKJN

NIN

d{ ]w  h{ww  | jw}x{ \{z W{

GK

________________

OO

________________

________________

GBLJM

________________

C

________________

h{y }{z ]w |  ~{ o{w
f  o{w Wz{ ¤ \hi GM
h{y }{z ]w wz >b {? iy{ bw \wyw iw{{

GJ

________________

GBLJM

________________
________________

GHF

OKN

>JBILK?

>IBJFM?

________________
________________

The notes on pages 72 to 91 form part of these ﬁnancial statements
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XWbWdY[ i^[[j Wj IG cWhY^ HFFN
Notes

2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF
restated

Fixed Assets
Tangible ﬁxed assets

7

Intangible ﬁxed assets

8

20,501
42

________________

20,543

Current Assets
Debtors due in less than one year
Cash at bank and in hand

9
10

20,077
70

________________

20,147

________________

________________

227

291

19

1
________________

________________

246

18

309

________________

________________

________________

(2,167)

1
________________

Current Lwx{
Creditors due within one year

11

(2,574)

d{ Y{ bwx{

________________

>GBOHG?

________________

j w W{ b{ Y{ bwx{

________________

GNBLHH

________________

Provisions for liabilities and charges

13

d{ W{ [yz} f{  Z{¢y
Pension deﬁcit

14

d{ W{ _yz} f{  Z{¢y

(1,664)

15

Revaluation reserve

15

GMBNNH

(458)

________________

________________

GLBOKN

GMBJHJ

(3,139)

________________

GIBNGO

jww{= [
General fund

(HBHLK?

(4,123)

________________

GIBIFG

________________
________________

________________
________________

13,403

12,976

416

________________

GIBNGO

________________
________________

325

________________

GIBIFG

________________
________________

Notes
1

f Co{w Y ww{ {w{z z{  ~{ {y  | ~z w w{ |  xw wz y{z  xwwy{ ¤ {{ d { GG

Bill Lockhart
Accounting Ofﬁcer
25 June 2008
The notes on pages 72 to 91 form part of these ﬁnancial statements
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YWi^ \bem ijWj[c[dj
\  ~{ o{w [z{z IG cwy~ HFFN

Notes

2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

GL>?

>GOBKIM?

>GNBOJL?1

GL>?

>GIM?

>IIJ?

5
________________

________________

________________

>GOBLLO?

________________

20,012

19,296

________________

________________

343

1
________________
________________

Operating Activities
d{ Yw~ e£  |  e{w} Wy{

Capital Expenditure and Financial Investment
d{ Yw~ e£  |  Yww [{z{
Proceeds of Disposals of Fixed Assets
d{ Yw~ e£  x{| { \wy}
Financing from the Consolidated Fund

Increase in Cash

15

16(iii)

________________
________________

0

>GOBHNF?

16

1

f Co{w Y ww{ {w{z z{  ~{ {y  | ~z w w{ |  xw wz y{z  xwwy{ C {{ d { GG

The notes on pages 72 to 91 form part of these ﬁnancial statements
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d {  ~{ \wyw iw{{

regarded by the Agency as non-operational are valued on the
basis of open market value.

1. STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Provision for depreciation is made to write-off the cost
The ﬁnancial statements have been prepared in accordance
with the requirements of the 2007-2008 Government
\wyw h{ } cww >\h{c? {z x ^c j{wD
j~{ wyy }  y{ y w{z  ~{ \h{c |   ka

of ﬁxed assets on a straight-line basis over the expected
{| { | ~{ w{ y y{{zD bwzB w{ z{
construction, or assets awaiting disposal are not depreciated.
The expected useful lives of assets are as follows:

generally accepted accounting practice for companies (UK
Useful life

GAAP) to the extent that it is meaningful and appropriate to
the public sector.

bwz < Xz} >yz}

m~{{ \h{c { w y~ y{ | wyy }  yB ~{

temporary buildings)

Up to 40 years

fw < cwy~{

J ¤ GK {w

the purpose of giving a true and fair view has been selected.

Y { [{

K {w

j~{ W}{y= wyy }  y{ ~w{ x{{ w{z

Intangibles

5 years

wyy }  y ~y~ ~w x{{ z}{z  x{  
appropriate to the particular circumstances of the Agency for

consistently in dealing with items considered material in
relation to the accounts.
Accounting Convention

fw < cwy~{ yz{ P
©

fw < wy~{

©

c   {~y{

The ﬁnancial statements have been prepared under the

©

\{ < ¢}

historical cost convention modiﬁed to account for the

©

Ofﬁce equipment

revaluation of ﬁxed assets, at their value to the Agency by

©

Telecommunications equipment

reference to their current costs.

©

Security equipment

jw}x{ \{z W{

©

c{zyw {{

bwz < xz} w{ x{y   |{ w ww 

_w}x{ \{z W{

w {w y{ {{ K {w wz {w{z } bwz <

Purchased computer software is capitalised as intangible

f { i{y{ >| { lww  < bwz W}{y?

ﬁxed assets where expenditure of £400 or more is incurred.

indices in intervening years. Other capital assets are carried

Intangible assets are stated at their current cost. Intangible

at current cost using indices compiled by the Ofﬁce for

ﬁxed assets are amortised on a straight-line basis over the

dw w iwyD j~{ wzwz ~{~ z |  ywww 

expected useful lives of the assets concerned. The expected

is £1,000, with the capitalisation threshold for computer

useful life of purchased computer software is 5 years.

processing units being £400. The Agency pools and
capitalises printers and ofﬁce furniture on an annual basis.
In line with Departmental policy, the Agency does not
capitalise expenditure on improvements or enhancements to
its leasehold properties. Properties regarded by the Agency as
operational are valued on the basis of existing use, or where
this could not be assessed because there is no market value
for the property, its depreciated replacement cost. Properties
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Realised Element of Depreciation from Revaluation

and the increase during the year in the present value of

Reserve

~{ y~{{= wx{ w} |  ~{ ww}{ | { w{

Depreciation is charged to expenditure on the revalued

included in other ﬁnance costs. Actuarial gains and losses are

amount of assets. An element of the depreciation therefore

{y }{z  ~{ iw{{ | h{y }{z ]w wz b {D

arises due to the increase in valuation and is in excess of the

Operating Leases

depreciation that would be charged on the historical cost

Operating lease rentals are charged to the Operating Cost

of assets. The amount relating to this excess is a realised

Statement over the lease term.

gain on revaluation and is transferred from the Revaluation
Reserve to the General Fund.
f   |  bwx{ < Y~w}{

Early Retirement Costs
The Agency is required to meet the cost of paying pensions
of employees who have retired early, from the date of

The Agency provides for legal and constructive obligations,

their retirement through the life time of the pensioner /

which are of uncertain timing, or amount at the balance

widow(er). The Agency has provided in full for this cost.

sheet date on the basis of the best estimate of the
expenditure required to settle the obligation.

j~{ w  | ~{ wy{ | ~{ W}{y w{ z{ ~{

Pension Costs
j~{ W}{y= w|| x{ } 

VAT

y { | lWjD _{y {wx{ lWj  y~w}{z  ~{ {{w
{ | |  yw { 

expenditure category or included in the capitalised purchase

schemes, the Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme (PCSPS

cost of ﬁxed assets. Where output tax is charged or input

¤ |  ^ { Y i{y{ wz d ~{ _{wz Y i{y{

lWj  {y {wx{B ~{ w  w{ w{z { | lWjD

w||?B ~{ j{wy~{= i{ww  iy~{{ >jii ¤ |  w
{wy~} w||?B wz ~{ d ~{ _{wz b yw ] {{

Notional Costs

e|¢y{= i{ww  Y {{ iy~{{ >d_b]eiY ¤ | 

_ wyy zwy{ ~ j{w= \wyw h{ } cww

all other staff). Payment of future beneﬁts is a charge to

(FRem), a notional cost reﬂecting the cost of capital employed

~{ fYifi >]X?B fYifi>d_?B jiiB wz d_b]eiYD [y{ | 

in the year by the Agency is included in operating costs. The

~{ d_b]eiY y~{{B ~{ W}{y {{ ~{ y  | { 

y~w}{ |  ~{ {w  ywyw{z } ~{ j{w= wzwz

cover through the payment of charges calculated on an

discount rate of 3.5% applied to the average capital employed,

accruing basis. Contributions are charged to the Operating

deﬁned as total assets less total liabilities.

Cost Statement as incurred.

d  w w  w{ w yz{z w y~w}{  {{y |

j~{ {  y  | ~{ d_b]eiY y~{{ w{ w{{z

costs to the Agency borne by other Government Departments or

in accordance with the advice of independent qualiﬁed

organisations.

actuaries using the market led approach. The latest actuarial

Insurance

ww  | ~{ y~{{ {{ w IG cwy~ HFFMD

[y{ ~{{ ~{{  w w  {{{  z  B

Pension scheme assets are measured using the market value.

the Agency does not take out general insurance. Instead,

f{  y~{{ wx{ w{ {w{z } ~{  {y{z

expenditure in connection with uninsured risks is charged as

unit method and discounted at the current rate of return

incurred.

on a high quality corporate bond of equivalent term to the

Funding

liability.

j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  ¢wy{z x  {w{

The increase in the present value of the liabilities of the

voted by Parliament. Its provision is currently set out in

W}{y= z{¢{z x{{¢ {  y~{{ w} | 

h{{ |  h{ y{ G | ~{ d ~{ _{wz e|¢y{D

employee service in the period is charged to the Operating
Y  iw{{D j~{ {{y{z {  ~{ y~{{= w{
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2

2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

11

491

4

3

I
___________

___________C

18
___________

52
___________

GGG

-1
C

13

111

1
___________

1
___________

125
___________

12
___________

___________

___________

143
___________

64
___________

Total
2007-08
=FFF
GGBJOH
1,023
GBJJF

Total
2006-07
=FFF
GGBLOG
962
GBHNK

Other pension costs

1,564
1,564
______________________________________________

385
____________

j w [ { Y 

GKBIML
GJI
GKBKGO
______________________________________________

GJBIHI
____________

OPERATING INCOME
Administration Income
Contribution to Running Costs
Tuckshop Proﬁts
iw{ | [{

Programme Income
Contribution to Running Costs
Y x   f {y
Student Placement Income
cy{w{  _y {

Total Operating Income

3

STAFF COSTS & NUMBERS
(i) Staff costs consist of:

mw}{ < ww{
Social security costs
Ww {y{ y  >d_b]eiY?

Permanent
Staff
=FFF
GGBIJO
1,023
GBJJF

Others
=FFF
GJI
C

>? [ {{ dx{
The average number of persons employed during the year is set out below.
Permanent

Others

Total

Total

d 
C

2007-08
d 
HM

2006-07
d 
IF

Operational staff

342
26
368
______________________________________________

369
____________

Total

369
26
395
______________________________________________

399
____________

Wz <   w||

1

Staff
d 
HM

Comparative restated to correct analysis of 2006-2007 income in line with 2007-2008 analysis.
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>? f{ 

The employee does not have to contribute but where they

f{  x{{¢ w{  z{z ~ }~ ~{ d ~{ _{wz

do make contributions, the employer will match these up

Civil Service pension arrangements which are administered

to a limit of 3% of pensionable salary (in addition to the

by Civil Service Pensions (CSP). Staff in post prior to 30 July

{ {= xwy y x ?D [ { w y x{

HFFM w x{  { | ~{{ w  xw{z v¢w ww=

a further 0.8% of pensionable salary to cover the cost of

deﬁned beneﬁt arrangements (classic, premium, and classic

centrally-provided risk beneﬁt cover (death in service and ill

plus). These arrangements are unfunded with the cost of

health retirement).

beneﬁts met by monies voted by Parliament each year.
Pensions payable under classic, premium, and classic plus are
increased annually in line with changes in the Retail Prices
_z{D d{ {w  }   w|{ G ey x{ HFFH wz
before 30 July 2007 could choose between membership
| {   } w } z w v { y~w{=

The accrued pension quoted is the pension the member
is entitled to receive when they reach pension age, or
immediately on ceasing to be an active member of the
scheme if they are at or over pension age. Pension age is 60
for members of ywyB {B and classic plus and 65
for members of nuvos.

stakeholder arrangement with a signiﬁcant employer
y x  >w{~ {  wyy ?D d{ {w

Further details about the Civil Service Pension arrangements

 }   w|{ IF ` HFFM w{ {}x{ |  {x{~

can be found at the website www.civilservicepensions.gov.uk

of the nuvos arrangement or they can opt for a partnership

The Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme (GB)

{  wyy D d   w v{w{z { = ww}{{

j~{ fyw Y i{y{ f{  iy~{{ C fYifi >]X? 

in which members accrue pension beneﬁts at a percentage

an unfunded multi-employer deﬁned beneﬁt scheme, but

rate of annual pensionable earnings throughout the period

~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  wx{  z{|  ~w{ |

| y~{{ {x{~D j~{ y{ w{  HDI;D [w{z

underlying assets and liabilities. A full actuarial valuation

pension beneﬁts are increased annually in line with increases

w yw{z  w w IG cwy~ HFFMD Z{w yw x{

in the RPI and attract annual pension increase.

found in the resource accounts of the Cabinet Ofﬁce: Civil

[ {{ y x  w{ { w ~{ w{ | GDK; |

Superannuation (www.civilservice-pensions.gov.uk)

pensionable earnings for classic and 3.5% for premium,

For 2007-2008 employers contributions detailed in the table

ywy  wz  D X{{¢  ywy wyy{ w ~{ w{

below were payable at one of four rates in the range 17.1%

of 1/80th of pensionable salary for each year of service. In

to 26.5% per cent of pensionable pay, based on salary bands

wzz B w   {w{  ~{{ {w= {  

(2006-2007, 17.1% to 26.5%)

payable on retirement. For premium, beneﬁts accrue at the
rate of 1/60th of ﬁnal pensionable earnings for each year of
service. Unlike classic, there is no automatic lump sum (but

f{ 
Provider

members may give up (commute) some of their pension to
provide a lump sum). Classic plus is essentially a variation
of premium, but with beneﬁts in respect of service before 1
October 2002 calculated broadly as per classic.

fYifi >]X?

Y x 
1/4/07 - 31/3/08
=FFF

Y x 
1/4/06 - 31/3/07
=FFF

GN

GN

j~{ iy~{{= Wyw {{ { { y x 
every four years following a full scheme valuation. The

The partnership pension account is a stakeholder pension

contribution rates reﬂect beneﬁts as they are accrued,

arrangement. The employer makes a basic contribution

not when the costs are actually incurred, and reﬂect past

of between 3% and 12.5% (depending on the age of the

experience of the scheme.

member) into a stakeholder pension product chosen by the
employee.
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[ {{  } w|{ G ey x{ HFFH y z  

{ w

w{ {{ GIDL; { {=B wz LDJ; { {{=

partnership pension account, a stakeholder pension with an

>HFFLCHFFMB GJ; { {= wz L; { {{=?D

{ { y x D d o ~ `y{ W}{y w|| ~w{

The total employer pension cost under the Scheme was

taken up this option.

£112k (2006-2007, £123k).

The Principal Civil Service Pension Scheme (NI)

The Northern Ireland Local Government Ofﬁcers’

j~{ fyw Y i{y{ f{  iy~{{ C fYifi >d_?  w
unfunded deﬁned beneﬁt scheme which produces its own
{ y{ wyy B x ~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y  wx{
to identify its share of underlying assets and liabilities. The
most up to date actuarial valuation was carried out as at 31
cwy~ HFFI wz z{w | ~ ww  w{ wwwx{  ~{

Superannuation Committee Scheme (NILGOSC)
This scheme is a deﬁned beneﬁts type, and the fund is
invested in suitable investments, managed by the Committee.
\  HFFMCHFFN ~{ y x  w{ {{ GI; { {=B
wz L; { {{= >HFFLCHFFMB GG; { {= wz L;
{ {{=?D

Department of Finance and Personnel Superannuation and
other Allowances Account (www.civilservice-pensions.ni.gov.uk).

The total cost charged to the Operating Cost Statement in
2007-2008 was £1,440k (2006-2007, £1,285k)

\  HFFMCHFFN { {= y x  z{w{z  ~{ wx{
x{  {{ wwx{  ~{ fYifi>d_? w { | |  w{ 

The total employer contributions paid under the Scheme was

the range 17.1 to 26.5 per cent of pensionable pay, based on

£917k (2006-2007, £728k)

salary bands (2006-2007, 16.5% to 23.5%)

The pension costs are assessed in accordance with the advice

f{ 
Provider

of independent qualiﬁed actuaries using the market led

Y x 
1/4/07 - 31/3/08
=FFF

Y x 
1/4/06 - 31/3/07
=FFF

HIM

HGM

fYifi >d_?

approach. The latest actuarial valuations of the Scheme
{{ w IG cwy~ HFFMD
The Agency operates a deﬁned beneﬁt scheme for speciﬁc

The contribution rates reﬂect beneﬁts as they are accrued in

employees. The assets of the Scheme are held separately

a period, not when the costs are actually incurred, and reﬂect

from the Agency. Pension scheme assets are measured using

past experience of the scheme.

the market value. Pension scheme liabilities are measured

[ {{  } w|{ G ey x{ HFFH y z  

{ w

} ~{  {y{z  {~ z wz zy {z w ~{

partnership pension account, a stakeholder pension with an

current rate of return on a high quality corporate bond of

{ { y x D d o ~ `y{ W}{y w|| ~w{

equivalent term to the liability. The increase in the present

taken up this option.

w{ | ~{ wx{ | ~{ W}{y= z{¢{z x{{¢

The Teachers’ Superannuation Scheme (TSS)

pension scheme arising from employee service in the period
is charged to the Operating Cost Statement. The expected

j~{ j{wy~{= i{ww  iy~{{  w y x 

{  ~{ iy~{{= w{ wz ~{ y{w{ z} ~{

y~{{ wz{{z x ~{ Z{w{ | [zyw D

{w  ~{ {{ w{ | ~{ iy~{{= wx{ w}

j~{ y z  | ~{ i{ww  >d_? ez{ GOMHB

from the passage of time are included in other ﬁnance costs.

~{ j{wy~{= i{ww  h{}w  >d_? GOONB

Actuarial gains and losses are recognised in the Statement of

and subsequent amendments apply to the scheme. The

h{y }{z ]w wz b {D

scheme is presently notionally funded. The rate of the
{ {= y x   z{{{z |  {  { x
the Government actuary and advised by the Department
of Finance and Personnel. For 2007-2008 the contribution
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J

2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

608
244
HF
KMN
574
529
256
IHJ
JKN
6
OH
22
63
___________

590
264
HG
KGK
767
545
371
NKJ
JIN
22
H
16
83
79
___________

IBMMJ
___________

JBKLM
___________

GBKMI
JGK
118
___________

GBKKO
JIG
103
___________

HBGFL
___________

HBFOI
___________

143
2
17
44
5
40
___________

168
4
23
41
5
43
___________

251
___________

284
___________

f z{z x e~{ Z{w{ < W}{y{P
Audit Fee
cy{w{  Y 

15
HJ
___________

15
GG
___________

Total Other Current Expenditure

39
___________
___________
LBGMF
___________

26
___________
___________
LBOMF
___________

ej^[h Ykhh[dj [nf[dZ_jkh[
Administration Costs
Staff Related Costs
Travel, Subsistence, Hospitality
h{w kz{ e{w} b{w{ ¤ d  bwz < Xz}
h{w kz{ e{w} b{w{ ¤ bwz < Xz}
Accommodation Costs
General Ofﬁce Costs
Utilities
cw{wy{ < h{w
f |{ w i{y{ < Wz  Y 
Hospitality
b   Z w | \{z W{
Permanent Diminution of Fixed Assets on Indexation
Write-off of Fixed Assets
Other Administration Costs
Programme Costs
[{w \z}
i{B i{y{ < i {
Other Programme Costs
Notional Costs
f z{z x fw{ Z{w{P
IT Support
Internal Audit
Personnel Support
Pay
Welfare
Training
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COST OF CAPITAL & INTEREST

>w?

Cost of Capital – The Agency bears a notional charge calculated at the Government standard rate of 3.5% on
the average capital employed, deﬁned as total assets less total liabilities. In 2007-2008 this amounted to £475k
(2006-2007, £469k)

>x?

ej^[h \_dWdY[ Yeiji
d_b]eiY f{  bwx
[{y{z {  {  y~{{ w{

L

HFFMC FN

HFFLCFM

=FFF

=FFF

GBFIG

NHN

Interest on pension scheme liabilities

(1,072)
(867)
____________________________

d{ h{

>JG?
>IO?
____________________________

[nY[fj_edWb Yeij ¤ _cfW_hc[dj e\ bWdZ < Xk_bZ_d]i
The Operating Cost Statement contains an impairment credit of £795k (2006-2007, £1,318k debit) representing
~{ y{w{  ~{ ww  x bwz < f { i{y{ | ~{ `{{ `y{ Y{{ xz} w m zwzB
Xw}  w IG cwy~ HFFND j~{ y{z w {{{ ~{ w{  ~{ w{  { ~y~ w y~w}{z  ~{
2006-2007 Operating Cost Statement.
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M

jWd]_Xb[ \_n[Z Wii[ji
Assets
Land & Furniture

Plant &

Buildings & Fittings

Vehicles Equipment

IT Awaiting
Equipment

Total

Disposal 2007-2008

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

18,710

608

239

461

549

265

20,832

Additions

71

42

-

80

139

-

332

Disposals

-

-

(23)

-

(3)

(250)

(276)

444

-

-

-

-

-

444

Cost or Valuation
At 1 April 2007

Impairments and Write - offs
Revaluation or Indexation

70
18
(1)
6
(25)
(15)
53
_____________________________________________________________

W IG cwy~ HFFN

GOBHOK
LLN
HGK
KJM
LLF
C
HGBINK
_____________________________________________________________

Depreciation
At 1 April 2007

-

116

136

133

209

161

755

Y~w}{ |  o{w

ILJ

OH

IK

NH

GGF

C

LNI

-

-

(20)

-

(3)

(156)

(179)

(351)

-

-

-

-

-

(351)

Disposals
Impairments and Write - offs
Revaluation or Indexation

(13)
6
(1)
2
(13)
(5)
(24)
_____________________________________________________________

At 31 March 2008

214
150
217
303
884
_____________________________________________________________

Net Book Value

_____________________________________________________________

W IG cwy~ HFFN

GOBHOK
JKJ
LK
IIF
IKM
C
HFBKFG
_____________________________________________________________

W IG cwy~ HFFM

GNBMGF
JOH
GFI
IHN
IJF
GFJ
HFBFMM
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

W wz < xz} zy {z wx { w{ |{{~ zD bwz ~{z x ~{ W}{y w w{z w NFJ w IGEFIEFN
(£734k at 31/03/07).
Basis of Valuation
j~{ bwz < f { i{y{ yw{z  w | ww  | wz wz xz} w IG cwy~ HFFNB  wyy zwy{ ~
~{ h_Yi Www wz lww  cwwD j~{ { | ww   x{ yw{z  w
IG cwy~ HFGID
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N

_djWd]_Xb[ \_n[Z Wii[ji
2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

At 1 April

155

141

Additions

3

15

Disposals

-

(1)

Revaluation

___________

___________

At 31 March

158
___________

155
___________

At 1 April

85

57

Charged in year

31

28

-

-

Revaluation

___________-

___________-

At 31 March

116
___________

85
___________

Net Book Value

___________

At 31 March 2008

42
___________

W IG cwy~ HFFM

MF
___________

Cost or valuation

Depreciation

Disposals

9

>?

DEBTORS
2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

h{y {wx{ lWj

LG

GHK

f{w{ < Wyy{z _y {

NF

GJH

86
___________

24
___________

227
___________
___________

291
___________
___________

W  z{  { ~w G {w

Other Debtors
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GF

YWi^ Wj XWda WdZ _d ^WdZ
2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF
restated

Xw
Cash in Hand

Xw e{zw|
j w Yw~ w Xw wz  ^wz

GH

GG1

7
___________

7
___________

19
___________

18
___________

>IF?

>IMH?

___________

___________

>GG?
___________

>IKJ?
___________

The above ﬁgures do not include balances of non-public funds of £1k (2006-2007, £1k) held for the beneﬁt of
young people in custody, or £4k (2006-2007, £1k) of youth conference retribution monies payable to victims or their
nominated beneﬁciaries.
1

11

>?

f Co{w y ww{ {w{z ¤ {{ d { GG

CREDITORS
2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

486

140

GBHKO

GBKIF

Z{ ~ { {w
Trade Creditors
Wyyw < Z{|{{z _y {
jww  < i yw i{y
Other Creditors

Xw e{zw|

1

HKK

HMH

137
___________

2601
___________

HBGIM
___________

HBHFH
___________

IF
___________

IMH
___________

HBGLM
___________

HBKMJ
___________

f Co{w y ww{ ~w{ x{{ {w{z z{  ~{ {y  | y{w ~z w w{ > ~ y |{{y{

retribution monies payable to victims or their nominated beneﬁciaries). These were included within the bank and
creditor balances disclosed in the 2006-2007 ﬁnancial statements.
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12

INTRA-GOVERNMENTAL BALANCES
Z{x P

Z{x P

Y{z P

Y{z P

Amounts

Amounts

Amounts

Amounts

Falling Due

Falling Due

Falling Due

Falling Due

within

after one

within

after

one year

year

one year

one year

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

d_e Y {B  W}{y{ < dZfX

GN

C

IMO

C

e~{ Y{w ] {{ X z{

LG

C

OGN

C

Included in debtors and creditors are the following
intra-governmental balances at 31 March 2008

b yw W~ {
d^i j
fxy Y  w  < jwz} \z
X z{ [{w  ] {{

C

C

G

C

LL

C

C

C

C

C

C

C

NH
C
NLO
C
__________________________________________________
HHM
C
HBGLM
C
__________________________________________________

Included in debtors and creditors are the following
intra-governmental balances at 31 March 2007
d_e Y {B  W}{y{ < dZfX
e~{ Y{w ] {{ X z{
b yw W~ {
d^i j
fxy Y  w  < jwz} \z
X z{ [{w  ] {{

restated
C

C

HLF

C

GHK

C

MKH

C

C

C

G

C

GL

C

HJ

C

C

C

H

C

1

GKF
C
GBKIK
__________________________________________________
HOG
C
HBKMJ
C
__________________________________________________

1
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GI

fhel_i_edi \eh b_WX_b_j_[i < Y^Wh][i
Early
Legal Cost

Retirement

Total

Provision

Provision

Other

2007-08

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

At 1 April 2007

146

312

-

458

Provided in the year

195

220

1,000

GBJGK

Provision Utilised in year

(58)

(111)

-

>GLO?

Amounts Released

(40)
>JF?
___________________________________________________________________

W IG cwy~ HFFN

HNI
ING
GBFFF
GBLLJ
___________________________________________________________________

The provisions for liabilities and charges represent the best estimate of the amount payable at the balance sheet date.
j~{ {}w y     {w{  w|| { w  wz zw xw yw{ w}w ~{ W}{y ~y~ w{
likely to be settled in the next ﬁnancial year.
The early retirement provision relates to inherited pension costs associated with the early departure of staff in the
{w    y{w  | ~{ W}{yD j~{ y  w{ wwx{  d_b]eiY wz w{ wwx{ { ~{ |{{ | ~{
retired staff member and his/her spouse (where applicable).
j~{ ~{    {{{ w wx }  ~{ d_b]eiY {  y~{{ w IG cwy~ HFFN w w { |
certain allowances payable to staff at Woodlands Juvenile Justice Centre being incorporated within their pensionable
pay, and is due to the increase in future pension liabilities arising from higher pensionable salaries. The liability is
expected to be settled in the 2008-2009 ﬁnancial year although the option exists to settle the liability over the next
three ﬁnancial years.
14

PENSION COMMITMENTS
j~{ o ~ `y{ W}{y w{ { { y x   ~{ d ~{ _{wz b yw ] {{ e|¢y{=
i{ww  iy~{{ >d_b]eiY? ~y~  w |z{z y~{{ | ~{ z{¢{z x{{¢ {D
Previously the Agency took advantage of the multi employer provisions within FRS 17 and accounted for pension costs
 { ~ ~{ { { y x  wzD ^ {{B |  HFFLCHFFM      x{  z{¢{ ~{ W}{y= ~w{ |
the funds assets/liabilities and as a result the following disclosures are provided inline with FRS 17. The latest actuarial
ww  | ~{ y~{{ w yw{z  w IG cwy~ HFFMB ~{ wx wz y  ywyw  xw{z  w 
carried forward from the latest valuation are shown below.
The ﬁnancial assumptions used by the actuary were:
31/3/08
31/3/07
31/3/06
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Rate of increase in salaries

5.00%

4.70%

4.50%

Rate of increase in pensions in payment

3.50%

3.20%

3.00%

Discount rate

6.30%

5.30%

4.90%

Inﬂ
ation assumption
3.50%
3.20%
3.00%
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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GJ

f[di_ed Yecc_jc[dji >y {z?
The market value of assets in the scheme and the expected rate of return were:
Long term

Long term

Long term

rate of

rate of

rate of

return

return

return

expected at

Value at

expected at

Value at

expected at

Value at

31/3/08

31/3/08

31/3/07

31/3/07

31/3/06

31/3/06

;
=FFF
;
=FFF
;
=FFF
____________________________________________________________________________________________
[{

LDKF;

GHBLNK

LDNF;

GHBGIK

LDIF;

GFBLFG

Property

6.00%

1,586

6.30%

1,517

5.80%

1,325

Gilts

4.50%

1,269

4.80%

1,213

4.30%

1,060

Cash
5.25%
317
5.25%
303
4.50%
265
____________________________________________________________________________________________
GKBNKM
GKBGLN
GIBHKG
____________________________________________________________________________________________
j~{ |  } w  w IG cwy~ HFFNB IG cwy~ HFFMB wz IG cwy~ HFFL {{ {w{z  wyy zwy{ ~
the requirements of FRS 17:
2008

2007

2006

=FFF
=FFF
=FFF
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Total market value of assets

15,857

15,168

13,251

Present value of scheme liabilities
(18,996)
(19,291)
(17,616)
____________________________________________________________________________________________
d{
f{  bwx
>IBGIO?
>JBGHI?
>JBILK?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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GJ

f[di_ed Yecc_jc[dji >y {z?
Ww | W  Y~w}{z  e{w} Y  iw{{  h{{y | Z{¢{z X{{¢ iy~{{
2007-08

2006-07

=FFF
=FFF
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Operating Cost Statement
Current
Service Cost
1,440
1,285
____________________________________________________________________________________________
GBJJF
GBHNK
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Analysis of Amount Charged to Other Finance Costs
[{y{z {  {  y~{{ w{

GBFIG

NHN

Interest on pension scheme liabilites
(1,072)
(867)
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Net
Return
>JG?
>IO?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Statement of Recognised Gains and Losses
2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

Actual return less expected return on pension scheme assets

(1,682)

(29)

[{{y{ }w wz  { w}  ~{ y~{{ wx{

GH

N

Changes in assumptions underlying the present value of the scheme liabilities
3,218
859
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Wyww ]w h{y }{z  ~{ ih]b
GBKJN
NIN
____________________________________________________________________________________________
2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

(4,123)

(4,365)

c {{  Z{¢y Z} ~{ o{w
Deﬁcit in scheme at the beginning of the year
c {{  ~{ {wP
(1,440)

(1,285)

Contributions

Current service cost

917

728

Other ﬁnance charge

(41)

(39)

Actuarial gain/(loss)
1,548
838
____________________________________________________________________________________________
Z{¢y  iy~{{ w ~{ [z | ~{ o{w
>IBGIO?
>JBGHI?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
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f[di_ed Yecc_jc[dji >y {z?
Details of Experience Gains and Losses

2007-08

2006-07

GBLNH

>HO?

11%

0%

GH

N

0%

0%

GBKJN

NIN

8%

4%

Z||{{y{ X{{{ ~{ [{y{z wz Wyw h{  iy~{{ bwx{
W  >=FFF?
Percentage of scheme liabilities (%)
[{{y{ ]w wz b {  iy~{{ bwx{
W  >=FFF?
Percentage of the present value of the scheme liabilities (%)
Total Amount Recognised in Statement of Recognised Gains and Losses
Wyww }w >=FFF?
Percentage of the present value of the scheme liabilities (%)
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15

RECONCILIATION OF MOVEMENT IN RESERVES
General

Revaluation

Total

Total

Fund

Reserve

2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

=FFF

At 1 April

GHBOML

IHK

GIBIFG

GIBJHG

d{ l { \z}  o{w

HFBFGH

C

HFBFGH

GOBHOL

>HGBONG?

C

>HGBONG?

>HLBFNM?

MK

C

MK

GGBMIN

C

C

C

>LBNFJ?

GBKJN

C

GBKJN

NIN

N

>N?

-

-

d{ Y  | e{w 
W}{y [{z{ \z{z x fw{ Z{
jw|{ | bwz  fw{ Z{w{
Wyww ]w  d_b]eiY f{  Z{¢y
jw|{ xE hEh < ]E\  {w{z z{{yw 
Surplus on Revaluation

-

99

99

120

HOF

C

290

310

_{{  Yww [ {z

JMK
_________

_________C

475
_________

469
_________

W IG cwy~

GIBJFI
_________

JGL
_________

GIBNGO
_________

GIBIFG
_________

d  w Y 
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GL

dej[i je j^[ YWi^ \bem ijWj[c[dj

>?

h{y yw  | d{ Y  | e{w   d{ Yw~ \  |  e{w} Wy{
Notes

2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF
restated

d{ Y  | e{w 

>HGBONG?

>HLBFNM?

MGJ

IBFIH

Wz{ |  d CYw~ jwwy 
Z{{yw 

M<N

Diminution of Fixed Assets

4

22

16

b   Z w | \{z W{

J

OH

H

Impairment of Fixed Assets

6

(795)

1,318

Write-off of Fixed Assets

4

-

83

d  w Y  | Yww

K

JMK

JLO

d  w Y 

J

HOF

IGF

Finance Charge

14

41

39

GI < GJ

HBNGK

GBJIO

9

64

95

>GNN?

GBGGL1

>GBFNL?
___________

>MMN?
___________

>GOBKIM?
___________
___________

>GNBOJL?
___________
___________

>HGH?

>GHBFMH?

MK
___________

GGBMIN
___________

>GIM?
___________

>IIJ?
___________

d{ f    z{z  o{w
Wz{ |  c {{  f   < m } Yww
Decrease in Debtors
>Z{y{w{?E_y{w{  Y{z  b{ ~w G o{w
f   k{z  o{w

GI < GJ

d{ Yw~ e£  |  e{w} Wy{
>?

h{y yw  | fy~w{ | \{z W{
j w Yww Wzz   o{w
b{ d  Yw~ Wzz   o{w \z{z x fw{ Z{w{

GK

j w Yw~ Wzz   o{w
>?

h{y yw  | d{ Yw~ \   c {{  d{ \z
_y{w{  Yw~ z} ~{ o{w

GF

IJI

GL1

d{ \z w w | o{w

GF

>IKJ?
___________

>IMF?
___________

>GG?
___________

>IKJ?
___________

d{ \z w {z | o{w
Net Funds Comprise of:

1

Yw~ w Xw wz  ^wz

GF

GO

GN

Xw e{zw|

GF

>IF?
___________

>IMH?
___________

>GG?
___________
___________

>IKJ?
___________
___________

f C{w y ww{ {w{z ¤ {{ d { GG
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17

CAPITAL COMMITMENTS
2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

-

-

2007-08

2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

GKI

OG

LJ

HFI

JGM
___________

HLL
___________

634
___________

560
___________

Yww [{z{B ~y~ w {w C{z w y wy{z | 
but not provided for in the accounts.

18

LEASING COMMITMENTS

Land & Buildings
[ ~ G {w
[ w|{ G {w x    { ~w K {w
[ ~{{w|{

Other
[ ~ G {w
[ w|{ G {w x    { ~w K {w
[ ~{{w|{

GO

L

K

HF

GL

___________C

___________C

26
___________

21
___________

ej^[h \_dWdY_Wb Yecc_jc[dji
The Agency has entered into non-cancellable contracts (which are not leases or PFI contracts) for security, court
escorting, bail fostering and support services and a multi-agency youth crime prevention initiative. Payments to which
the Agency is committed during 2008-2009, analysed by the period during which the commitment expires are as
follows:
2006-07

=FFF

=FFF

[ ~ G {w

MHM

C1

[ ~ HCK {w

GNM

OLL1

___________C

___________C

914
___________

966
___________

[ ~{{w|{

1

2007-08

Y ww{ {w{z z{ 

  |  {  {w= ¢wyw w{{
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20

CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
The Agency is currently contesting a number of personal injury or industrial tribunal claims brought by staff or young
people. Provision has been made in these ﬁnancial statements for cases where it is considered probable that payment
may be made in the future- see Note 13.
However, there are other cases which have not been provided for as the Agency does not consider it likley that
payment will be made e.g. because it expects that the Agency should be able to successfully defend these cases. The
estimated value of such cases at 31 March 2008 is £69k (2006-2007, £58k) and if payments materialise, they will do
so during the 2008-2009 ﬁnancial year.

21

RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The Youth Justice Agency is an Executive Agency of the Northern Ireland Ofﬁce, which is regarded as a
related party. The Agency also transacts with other entities for which the NIO is the parent Department, viz:
- The Northern Ireland Prison Service
- The Crown Solicitor’s Ofﬁce
- Forensic Science Northern Ireland
- The Compensation Agency
- Northern Ireland Policing Board
- Police Service of Northern Ireland
- The Probation Board for Northern Ireland
The Agency also has various transactions with other Government Departments and central
government bodies. Most of these transactions have been with the Department of Health & Social
Services, the Department of Finance & Personnel and related Agencies.
Whilst none of the members of the Management Board or key management of the Agency had any personal
transactions with the Agency, the Agency had transactions with the following organisations connected to
members of the Management Board and key management. All the transactions were conducted at arms length.
Mr Dave Weir, Director of Community Services from 1 August 2007 (Acting Director of Community Services from 1
April 2007) is a member of Include Youth and NIACRO. Those bodies received £23,469 and £276,350 respectively
for services provided to the Agency during the year. The Youth Justice Agency also received £43,950 from NIACRO for
the re-imbursement of salary costs incurred by the Agency.
Mrs Grainne Keane, Assistant Director of Community Services is married to John Keane who is a manager at
Glenmona Resource Centre. During 2007-2008, the Agency paid £7,350 to the Centre for the rental of premises.

22

FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
FRS 13, Derivatives and Other Financial Instruments, requires disclosure of the role which ﬁnancial instruments have
had during the period in creating or changing the risks an entity faces in undertaking its activities. Because of the
largely non-trading nature of its activities and the way in which it is ﬁnanced, the Youth Justice Agency is not exposed
to the degree of ﬁnancial risk faced by business entities. Moreover, ﬁnancial instruments play a much more limited role
in creating or changing risk than would be typical of the listed companies to which FRS 13 mainly applies. The Youth
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Justice Agency has no powers to borrow or invest surplus funds. Financial assets and liabilities are generated by day-today operational activities and are not held to change the risks facing the Agency in undertaking its activities.
As permitted by FRS 13, debtors and creditors which mature or become payable within twelve months from the
balance sheet date have been omitted from the currency proﬁle.

Liquidity Risk
The Youth Justice Agency’s net revenue resource requirements are ﬁnanced by resources voted
annually by Parliament, as is its capital expenditure. The Youth Justice Agency is not therefore
exposed to liquidity risk.

Interest Rate Risk
The Youth Justice Agency is not exposed to any interest rate risk

Foreign Currency Risk
The Youth Justice Agency is not exposed to any foreign currency risk.
23

POST BALANCE SHEET EVENTS
There have been no Post Balance Sheet Events which impact on these ﬁnancial statements.

24

THIRD PARTY ASSETS
The young people in custody have a private cash facility for the lodgement of their pocket money and funding of tuckshop purchases. When the young people are discharged they are paid in full the balance on their account in cash.
Where a youth conference plan requires a young person to compensate a victim, the money is collected by the Agency
and held in a separate bank account until it is paid over to the victim.
31 March 2007

Gross Inﬂows

Gross Outﬂows

31 March 2008

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

____________________________________________________________
Monetary assets such as bank
balances

47
44
5
21
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

1

Prior-Year comparative restated – see Note 11

25

ACCOUNTABILITY
No exceptional kinds of expenditure such as losses and special payments that require separate
disclosure because of their nature or amount were incurred.

26

DATE ON WHICH THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS WERE AUTHORISED FOR ISSUE
These ﬁnancial statements were authorised for issue on 4th July 2008.
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